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Company, and the Iowa Experiment Station, has shown the extent 
of various types of wind damage to farm structures in Iowa and the 
fact that asphalt shingles currently are the source of the majority of 
roofing damage. Esmay and Giese (4), reporting on the wind damaj^e 
phase of this investigation, illustrated (Fig. 1) that building demo­
lition has been the dominant type of loss, with this type accounting 
for over 50 percent in the 1930-33 period and approximately 42 per­
cent during 1946-48. This percentage reduction was considered to be 
a result of increased percentage of other losses, notably roofing, and 
not a reduction in total loss valuation. Further analysis of the data 
of Figure 1 shows decreases in percentages of all wind damage losses 
except two, with roofing damage accounting for the most significant 
increase during the latter period. During the former period roofing 
losses amounted to 3.8 percent, whereas, they accounted for over 
14 percent during the 1946-48 period. 
i  
The significance of these larger roofing losses was illustrated 
by Figure 2, on which the wind damage is divided into major and 
minor damages, the latter representing types of damage which did 
not tend to cause the building to collapse. The cross-hatched sec­
tions of the bars clearly demonstrate that roofing losses accounted 
for practically all of the loss percentage increase during the eighteen 
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y«»r period. 
Am tumifsia ol the rooliag lo«««i (Fig. 3) ®l three iriaeipal 
roofing nmterial® ©a Iowa farm buildiaga thowei a redttctloa from 
approselmalely §§ to 20 percent la tke wood ekibagle losses. Daring 
this same period l^e aspbalt s&iagle losses increased from approxi> 
mately II peroiat to 64.5 per<:eat. 
Since the use ol asfbalt sMngles hmn materially increased dur­
ing the last two decades* the significance ol these loss percentages 
can he better appreciated hy consideration of Figure 4. This chart 
illustrates the tesnlts of a survey hy Oleveland (3) In 1949. It 
showis th3^, doring the latter period* wood sMagles still I accounted 
for 67. $ percent of the rooEng area* whereas, asphalt shingles were 
used on only 13 psrcent, and iiU other materials accounted for 19.4 
percent. ThuSt asphalt shingles, although used on only 13 percent 
of the roofing area on Iowa farm buildings, were the source of 
over 64 percent of the damaged roofing materials. 
By 19SI* loss statistics ol wind storm insurance companies 
were causing insurance execatilves to question the advisability of 
\ 
writing wind damage insurance on asphalt shingles; many Iowa 
5 
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wttre rejtctiag them as am a^qaate ro@£iag materiali and 
Imildiag designers were specilyiag other materials, thus, this de­
fective charaeteristic, lack of resistance t© wiad damage, was caiis-
i»g the rejectl©a ©I a ro«tfiag material, otherwise e<oaomical aad 
' possessiikg mmy advantages. These advantages were adequate to 
jttstily the initiation ©I this investigation, the "Wind Resistant Char­
acteristics ol and a Standard Eating Procedure lor Asphalt Shingles'*, 
in order to attempt to ascertain a remedy for 'the deficiency ol exist­
ing shingles and a irocedure lor rating and verifying the adequa^ ol 
eadsting aad subsequently manufactured shingles. Therelore, this 
investigation was initiated wi^ the loUowiag specie ohjecttves. 
7 
Objectives 
These objectives were: 
1 . To ascertain the characteristics of wind force 
action on tab type asphalt shingles. 
Z . To determine the characteristics of existing 
asphalt shingles, which provide increased 
resistance to wind damage. 
3. To determine characteristics necessary for a 
wind resistant asphalt shingle. 
4 . To develop a device for providing a wind resistant 
rating for asphalt shingles. 
8 
REVIEW OF UTEEATWmii 
A publication by th« i^tpbalt Eoofing Industry Bureau (8» p, 5) 
includes tbeinformation that a«|)halt has been used as a preservative, 
waterproofing and adhesive agent for SOOO years. During more recent 
times this waterproofing agent has been used with various types of 
papers and rags to form a sheet or roll composition roofing material* 
from which the present day asphalt shingle was obtained. 
Asphalt is derived from Mtuminous substances, which are de­
fined by Abraham (I, p. %%\ as a class of native and pyrogenous sub­
stances confttining bitumens or pyrobitumens, or resembling them in 
their plxysieal properties. Me defines "bitomen" (I, p. as a generic 
term applied to native substances of varial^e color, hardness and 
volatility; composed of hydrocarbons substantially free from oxy­
genated bodies; sometimes associated with mineral matter, the non-
mineral constituents being fusiMe and largely soluble in carbon di-
sulphidei and whose distillate fractioned between 300 and 350 degrees 
Centigrade yields considerable 8vd.ph^atlon residue. This includes 
petroleum, native asphalts, native mineral waxea and asphaltitea. 
Abraham (1, p. defined "asphalt** as a term applied to a 
f 
•{>«eiet el Mtonen* ftl«e eertala pfmgttmm* »uh»t».mc«a ol d«rk 
eeler* variaM* bardaess, ami eomparaMireiy »oa«<r®lattlei efmposad 
ol kydroearliofis, •vibstaAtiimy lt«« it am oxygaaatai tiodiet; eoataia* 
iag ralattvaly Util* eryatatlisai |»arafiia«8: aomatlmaa asso^ated 
Willi miaaral matter* tbte.is^a*mlaeral eoastiliaeata l^tag fataMe, aai^ 
largely aeluUe ia earl^ia dieulfbides aad wlioae dletlllate Iraelloaed 
betweea 300 aad 3§0 degrees Geatlgrade yields eoaslderaMe suipho* 
aattoa residue. 
Composltioa ol <4splialt fhiagles 
Aspball sbiagles are maa«i&iotttred Irom ibiree basic materials: 
lelt, asphalt aad miaerali witih eadlk maatdbettirer haviag iadividual 
siweiEeatioas lor eaeb material. th» Asphalt EooHag ftareau 
(S, pS) describes the lelt as ieUowss 
Dry lelt is made Irom various eomlaiaatioas ol 
rag# wood aad eellulose ft1N>ri lAeaded ia stioh 
proportioas that resmltiag eharaisteristles 
ol streagth,; absorftlve eapaeity aad.fiexIMIity 
' will be. as refvdred .to make aa aeoeptable 
roofiag prodviet. 
Discarded cardboard boxes«. repolped,; oilea eeastlt»te a-large 
proportioa ol these eombiaatioas, with old rags betog added ia 
»maU quaaftities. 
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Asphalt RoojQiag Eesearch 
Eesearch concerniag composition roofing materials has been 
limited, with one exception* to weathering characteristics other 
than wind resistance. Cleveland (3) and Esmay (4) reported on 
existing damage. Qiese (§) gave results of a roll roofing investi­
gation, and Snoke (6) provided information oA accelerated weather­
ing tests. Other interesting information in regard to application, 
ase or survey data was provided by Strahan (7), the Asphalt Eoof-
ing Bureau ($} and various industrial literature. However, the 
only available literature pertaining to asphalt shingle wind resist­
ance factors was presented by Esmay (2) in 1951. 
This study by Esmay involved composition analyses and some 
bending resistance characteristics of twenty-seven types of tab-
type asphalt shingles produced by thirteen manufacturers; Eesults 
(p. 154-8}-of this investigation indicate the importance of application 
practices conforming with manufacturers* specifications relative 
to nailing patterns. When nails were placed within 5-5/8 inches 
of the butt end of a shingle no advantage in bending resistance 
was obtained when using six nails (instead of four) per strip of 
hex-tab or uniform thickness shingles. Six nails per strip of 
^ick-butt shingles did provide additional resistance to tearing 
12 
aroimd mail heads. 
T«sls Willi Mgbex* aalllBg than the siNtcified 5-S/8 inches 
resulted ia recommeadatloas for six aails per strip* aad a eoaelu* 
sioa that there was ao sigaiftcaat rednettoa ia heading resistance 
of uniform thicknass shingles when nails were located one inch 
higher, or at 4-S/8 inches from t^e hutt end. Lower nailing at a 
4-S/8 inch distance pronided for an increased heading resistance 
of 2S percent for thick htitt shingles and over 10 percent for thoso 
of nailorm cross soctioai. 
Eesulls of tests at §1, 70 and 8S dogroiis (F) temperature 
indieatad additional bending resistance at lower temperatures, 
with greater net effects In the lower range aad for uniform thick­
ness shingles. CSreater initial beadiag resistanca was provided by 
heavier shingles, with lass eorralaMoa being shown altar Eva bends 
and with uaiform shingles being superior to the thick-butt type. 
Shingles with higher percentages el felt showed a signif icant in> 
crease in sustained bending rasistaaea: whereas, increased percent­
ages of filler in the coaling resulted ia a decrease in this factor. On 
a weighted basis the wiform-thickaess shingles were reported as 
resisting beadiag stresses 1$ percent higher initially aad SS parcaat 
13 
higher after five bends than the thick-butt types. 
These results were obtained with a bending device which applied 
a lifting force at the butt edge of the shingle and at an initial angle of 
less than twenty degrees with the plane of the shingle. The angle 
of force application varied from this initial angle through one exceed­
ing 120 degrees, and the force magnitude was determined with a spring 
balance, which inherently elongated and thus provided different angles 
of lift for the tabs as they were raised through angles greater than 
100 degrees. Since the tab bending resistance materially increases 
as the tab is raised, the deviations in force angles and in angles of 
lift probably affected the results and provided additional justification 
for a more appropri|t.te bending machine. 
During the severs windstorm on May 5, 1950, Esmay (2) ob­
tained pictures illustrating wind action of asphalt shingles. Figures 
6 and 7, pictures of houses less than five years old, show these 
results and present similar patterns for the more critical areas 
around dormers and at the ridge. Figure 8 illustrates damage on 
other roof areas also, but Mr. Esmay ascertained from the owner 
that these shingles had been nailed very high. Figures 9 and 10 
illustr ate damage to hex-tab shingles applied over old wood 
14 
Fig. 6 New Asphalt Shingles Being Blown 
on Ridges and around Dormers. 
Fig. 7 New Asphalt Shingles Being Blown 
near the Ridge and around Dormers. 
Fig. 8 Thick-butt Shingles, Which Hi,d Been 
NailedToo High, Being Blown Up, 
15 
Fig. 9 Two-tab Hex Shingles Which Been 
Applied Over an Inadequate Deck and 
Nailed Too High. 
V, 
. --y 
( . X  '  
Fig. 10 Hex-tab Shingles Properly Nailed but 
Damaged by the Wind. 
16 
Fig. 11 Hex-tab Asphalt Shingles Being 
Blown Up, 
Fig. 12 A Close-up View of the Shingles 
Shown in Fig, 11, Showing Damage 
Resulting from Continuous Flapping, 
I? 
•hiiiglds. former shows oaly three nails per strifv the 
aalls being placed too high, a»i ihe low withdrawal resistaaee 
ol aails is m. kMideq^oate deek. The latter pietttre iUustrates hew 
sMagle tabs are oftea tora-o0 by the wlad. Figure II Illustrates a 
more general pat^era mi shiagles beiag Mowa-up aear the wiadward 
ead of a boildiag* aad Figure 12 shows the resultiag damage, the 
brea^liag or teariag of the tabs, to some of these shiagles. The 
aaiEag appars to be adequate' la this'Case. 
m 
•WIMD FORCE ACtlNCS ON SMNGLE 
^l^ariag'l!be @£ Ibw'sMagl* elmrfteterisliei, » 
eoatideratlom 9l lh« moMmw im wMeh thm wlad aett oa acpbalt tMaglas 
-wat' fottad'te Im aacocaairy 'la dvdar %& -atlempl to taera' el0««ly •imu-
lata wlai aetiea aai tikut wt appr«friata wiad resistaaee 
aad tastiag davlot* Oaa'^frtenf^y-qtaaati^aiavti^vAd tfa«:variatl0a la 
HI* i&wm actl^oa oa tiio' alilagla. a#- It It. raitai m M®wa*ttp throujih 
lt» 'aagttlar setatloa' lm f& dagrees* or mere. 
Oaa rolative to tMs Itas iMiaa tOiat the llftlag force was 
a fviactloa of the lateraal aad eaeteraal pressmre diflereatial. Altliough 
aeeeptaMe for roof member structural desiga* this assumptlea was 
rejected as ime iafiueactog .the llf^g effect oa a shiagle. If su^ 
were true* shiagles oa the lee-ward side of the roof also would be 
more seriously a0ectod. Ho record of wlad damage to shiagles oa 
thm latter side could be fouad. Although cracks betweea sheatMag 
boards may permit some miaor aeHoa by the pressure ^ffereatial, 
a mere logical assumiHoa was that the effect of ^e pressure dl£fer» 
eatial Is dissipated prior to the polat where it may seriously affect 
the shiagle tab. 
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Fig. 13 Pressboard Models of 
Shingle Tabs of Various 
Sizes and Shapes. 
Fig. 14 Fan. 
Fig. 15 Roof Section with Wind 
Duct in Vertical 
Position. 
Fig. 16 Roof Section with Wind 
Duct in Horizontal 
Positi on. 
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shingles were nailed to the roof section in order to provide a sur­
face texture similar to that actually existing on a roof. A shingle 
tab (Fig. 13 C. D. E. & F.), represented by a piece of Masonite 
pressboard of proper size and average tab thickness, was attached 
to a 1/2 inch rod by means of 1/8 inch stud bolts, providing for ease 
of changing tabs. The 5 1/8 inch distance from the butt edge of the 
tab, as illustrated in Figure 17, was selected as representative 
of the tab initial bending line below the nail head, the nail location 
being assumed to be at the recommended 5 5/8 inch distance. The 
decrease in this 5 1/8 inch tab length during rotation through 90 
degrees caused by the tab's position relative to the rotating shaft 
also was acceptable as representative of the decrease in the 
exposure of a blown-up tab due to its curvature near the bending 
line. Figure 18 illustrates comparable data for the hex-tab 
model design. A counter weight, for the tab, balanced scale 
arm and an angle pointer (for ease in setting the desired angle) 
between tab and deck were attached near the end of the rod. 
Although shown in several pictures, Figure 22 illustrates these 
features most advantageously. The counter weights were pro­
vided in order to eliminate all forces on the shingle tab except 
that caused by the wind. Since the tab vibrated at any setting. 
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Fig. 17. PRESSBOARD SHINGLE MODEL 
^Rectangular Tab) 
11 1/2" 
8 7/8" 
Area: 
Tab. = 0.18 sq. ft 
Sho •= 0.06 
Total = 0.24 " 
J\ TL 
CVJ 
Fig. 18„ PRESSBOARD SHINGLE MODEL 
(Hex-Tab)  
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friction also could be neglected. A wing nut stud bolt on the scale 
lever arm provided for an easy adjustment of the arm to provide the 
desired angle of the tab. The length of the scale arm (10 1/4 inches) 
was made a multiple of the tab width in order to provide for possible 
determinations relative to various wind force effects on the tab. 
Toledo platform scales were mounted sufficiently far below the arm 
and roof surface to avoid being disturbed by the wind. This lower 
position was selected after a wind guard (plyboard attached to side 
of frame to prevent wind blowing against and vibrating scale arm 
with scales mounted in a higher position) on the scale side of the 
roof section had been discovered influencing certain three tab tests 
to be described. 
Various wind velocities were utilized in this part of the investi­
gation and these were measured by a water manometer and pitot 
tube. Readings in centimeters were observed at the beginning and 
end of each run« after having placed steel pellets in the manometer 
tube to help stabilize water fluctuations resulting from turbulent 
air conditions. The pitot tube point was held just in front of the 
lower edge of the tab and approximately one inch above the 
gltlpgle. This elevation provided a maximum average velocity 
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reading. Slight velocity variations also were noted in the length of 
the tab and an average value obtained. The magnitudes of the veloci­
ties. miles per hour. v«>ere obtained by substituting these readings 
in the relation V s 28. 55 i/h, in which h s cm. of water, as derived 
from the expression by Severns and Fellows (11): 
^2 2gd^hv 
.= . 12d» 
in which 
2 g • acceleration due to gravity, 32. 16 ft. / sec. 
d^r weight of one cubic foot of water 
dg^z density of air, lbs. / cu. ft. 
h y m  v e l o c i t y  p r e s s u r e ,  i n c h e s  o f  w a t e r  
The wind producing equipment operated with minor fluctuations 
and exact manometer scale readings were impossible to obtain; conse­
quently, only approximate wind velocities are herein indicated. 
In addition the engine speed could be controlled by setting the 
throttle in any one of only twelve positions and thus the mechanism 
was inadequate to provide a pre-determined wind velocity. The 
rectangular duct delivering very turbulent air during the initial 
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lesta trft« by ias«rtiiag fivo available f ineb Mammtmr plfiea* 
a. rnnmbar aaiitly filtiag wllMm duet &c«»« wbl<it provided for ex-
potiag tbe aMmgle tabs to lest tarbtileat «ir aad a more aaiform air 
velocity aoross Hie tab dmriiig its 90 degree rotatioa. However, tbia 
part of tbe stKidy waa ooadueted to obtaia wind force patteraa aad aot 
exact force a at any oae velocity*' 
Ai^v prelimiaary exploratory operatiLoaa a teat rua iavolved 
regttlatiag S»m aped witb eagiae t&rottle, aettiag tbe tab at aero 
aagle or parallel to tbe abeatbiag, obaerviag Maaometer for wiad 
velocity readiaga, obaerviag tbe force aa a weight oa tbe acale* aad 
tbea a aimilar determiaaMoa of tbe force oa tbe tab aet at five degree 
aagle iatervala ap to 30 degreea* at 10 degree iatervala from 30 to 
90 degreea, aad 110 degrees, f be five degree iatervala were 
aelected ia order to provide greater preciaioa for determiaiag tbe 
tab aagle for maximam force. Scale weigbta obaerved for eacb aet­
tiag are recorded ia table a IS aad 14 of tbe Appeadix. 
Ia order to determiae tbe force di£Eereatial» if aay, of more 
tbaa oae tab's 1>eiag Mown ap at the aame time* met additiosal tab 
waa held oa each aide of aad approximately oae-biOif iach from the 
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Fig. 19 Roof Section in Fig. 20 Roof Section in 
Inclined Position. Inclined Position. 
Fig. 21 Method of Determining 
Shingle Position for Zero 
Lift. 
Fig. 22 Method of Determining 
Effect of Force Differ­
ential Due to Additional 
Tabs* iBeing Raised. 
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tab on which the force was being measttred (Fig. 22). The latter 
two tabs were not connected to the torque red and did not cUrectly 
contribute to the scale reading. The operator, with parts of his 
body located in the air stream may have slightly influenced the re­
sults, but since the observations concerned only the center tab, this 
i^ctor was considered as being negligible. This procedure was 
followed for each setting (angle) of the center tab. Observations 
on the scale were made at each tab imgle, first with one tab and 
then with three tabs. 
Another test to determine the relative effect of the lift versus 
the force pushing on the tab (Table 19) was conducted by holding a 
beveled edge tab sixe plate (Fig. 13ht g)« with holding bars extending 
from each side, in front of the rod tab (Fig. tl). This was done on 
the sloping roof test only. By applying a torque to the extended bars, 
fhe lower part of the plate was prevented from applying a force to the 
lower part of the rod tab. Then with a slight movement of the top of 
the front plate, approximately all wind force was eliminated from the 
underside of the bar tab. 
In order to determine the effect of the slight curvature of the 
shingle as it was lifted a test was conducted with a metal tab model 
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approximately one-half as thick as the pressboard models. After 
obtaining force data on the straight tab, the tab was bent so that in 
its zero position the outer edge of the tab was located at the 10 degree 
angle position. Table 18 in the Appendix shows the data obtained and 
Figure 25 illustrates the results. 
Results of Force Investigation 
The force exerted by a wind of given velocity on a shingle tab 
depends on the: 
1. Position of tab (angle with plane of roof) 
2. Type of wind (laminar or degree of turbulence) 
3. Direction of wind 
4. Position of adjacent tabs (whether raised or not) 
5. Siase (below nailing point) and shape of tab 
6. Density of air 
Wind, either parallel or at an angle to the plane of the roof, 
causes its maximum force on the tabs when it is blowing directly 
toward the shingle. This force varies with the degree of turbu­
lence, but no attempt is herein »?de to differentiate between various 
conditions, since any condition may occur at one time or another on 
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di£r«y«ttl 79ols. Tb* i&xm Is a miaimum wimtk tbe tab is fiat ea 
todl; iacr«at«fi %& a maxi»ttm several'titxiaa greater (depeadiag pm 
veloeityf tikiut iaitial I# rce. whea tbe tab Is raised to aa aagle betweea 
15 aad 25 degrees, tbe aagle ®f maximnxn m&mmmt depeadlag ea type 
aad directt@a @i wiad* aad asttally beiag less lAiaa 20 degreesi aad 
ti^ea decreases la varylag am&itats, depeadiag ea above eoaditioas* 
wMle tbe tab is beiag taraed tbromgb aa aagle mi 90 degrees aad mere. 
7bese d^araeterisMcs are based oa wiad veloeities betweea 30 aad 50 
n^es jper bcmr, aad aa'assmmftioa is'made .'tibat similar cmditioas 
weald eeear^lor bigber-veli^ties^iiiH^^ raage likely to eeear ia 
Iowa. 
Wbea' adJaceat tabs -also are 'Mewa'-np with a eeater' tab* tbe 
rate of leree -magaitade iaerease is greater aad maximom force 
oeears at aa aagle ^ appr^misjoately five degrees 'Smaller ^a for a 
sii^le tab. 
Tbe sise aad shape ®{'tta« tab also i^ect the tab liltiag mo-
meat caused by the wlad (Fig. 2i). A £oar iadk exposure tab, with 
of the araa recaives apjroxliaMitely 60 p«rcaat as much liltiag 
force or uomeat as a five^'iach exposure tib, assumiag a oae iach 
lower aaiHag paMera. f he liltiag -momeat oa ''the average hex«tab* 
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due to the size and shape o£ the tab, was slightly over one>hal£ of 
that for the 5 inch exposure tab; however, if the tab only, which has 
a smaller total area than used in the model and was a more common 
subsequently observe condition, were raised this lifting moment 
would be well under 50 percent of that exerted on the 5-inch expos­
ure tab. The lift on this type of tab also is on the order of 10 per­
cent or more, depending on wind velocity, less than that for a four-
inch exposure tab. 
These various wind force characteristics are illustrated bty 
Figures 23 to 26. Figure 23 was plotted from data observed during 
the test with deck horizontal, the wind duct placed with long axis 
vertical, and more turbulent wind conditions. Results of tests in­
volving five wind velocities between 25 and 50 miles per hour are 
illustrated. The maximum bending moment for a 5" exposure tab 
being blown-up alone occurred at a tab angle with deck of between 
20 and 25 degrees, whereas when an adjacent tab on each side also 
was blown up the maximum moment occurred at an angle between 
15 and 20 degrees^ The reduction in force or moment as the 
angle increased is more pronounced than that shown in subsequent 
tests with less turbulent winds. Part of this reduction is believed 
to have been due to a decrease in velocity at the slightly more 
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Fig. 23. Wind Action on 
Shingle Tabs 
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Fig. 24. Wind Action on 
Shingle Tabs on Sloping 
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Fig. 25. Effect of 10° 
Shingle Curvature, on 
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r«mote points. Momoat xnaipdtados for a tab aeoompaaieil by adjaoiat 
oa«« ar« aotod to be tligbtly lost tbaa «b«a tiis tab is blowa-ap aloao. 
As illastrated by iata ia lbs Appoadix, (TaUes I$-I8} f^o offooMvo 
lores oa all tabs ia tbis aad sabsefasat tosts dseroasod as tiis tab aagis 
was iaeroasod leom fOto 110 dogreos. 
Fig»ro 24 illttstratos tbs rosvtlts o1M»iaod wboa the wiad duct 
was placed with loag axis borisoatal with pipos iaside to redaee tar-
boleaee* aad ^e deck sloped as iadieated. la this ease* the tests 
at three wiad veloeities illastrato a maximttm beiMjiag momeat lor 
titte siagle tab mM aa aagle betweea IS aad 20 degrees* aad aa aagle 
el maximmm momeat lor ^ree tabs approiiimately live degrees 
smaller. Althoagh the aagle ol maximum lores or momeat is 
the sigailies«t result, the horisoatal liae eharaeteristie or uai-
lormity ol fbe redtieed loree as the tab imgle iaereased is iaterest* 
iag. Three^tab lest resttlts were erratic, bat geaeraUy eoaform 
to the eharaeteristies previomsly ^sesissed. 
Figure 2S illustrates mia«r diHereaois caused by the iatro-
duetioa ol a curired tab. fhrn lour-iaeb exposure tab result was la-
eluded oaly as supportiag evideaee for subsofueat eoasideraticms. 
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Figure 26 demonstrates the effect of exposure distance and 
shape of tab on the force product by the wind, with results as 
discussed on page 30. Recognition should be made of the fact that 
hex*tab shapes vary according to different manufacturers' speci­
fications and consequent force variations would occur. 
Discussion of Wind Force on Tabs 
The foregoing analysis of the wind force on a shingle, al­
though based on approximate values for wind velocities and result­
ing forces, provided a basis for developing a testing procedure for 
asphalt shingles. Initial consideration of such a procedure indi­
cated a need for a mechanical device which would provide a lifting 
force and shingle action comparable to those created by the wind. 
Due to the increase in force during the initial tab angle 
rise of 20 degrees, plus or minus five degrees, a shingle tab 
probably will be raised through this angle if affected by the wind. 
Then with a constant wind velocity and because of the force magnitude 
decrease and additional shingle bending resistance above this initial 
angle the tab or tabs may remain at this point for awhile, flipping 
through a small angle of 8 to 10 degrees. Continuous application of 
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this force will cause the shingle to rise through a greater angle even 
though the tab's resistance materially increases as the angle of bend 
is increased. Recognition must also be made of frequent variations 
in the wind velocity and therefore, of the force and of the effects of 
gusts which provide velocity increases of as much as 50 percent. 
Since the wind pressure varies as the square of the velocity, a gust 
2 2 force may be (1.5 V) / V , or 2. 25 times as large as the normal 
wind velocity force. 
These considerations have been concerned with the tab bend> 
ing probabilities of winds with velocities in the lower bending range. 
Shingles may be bent-up by forces created by win4s with veloci­
ties exceeding 30 miles per hour, and a few ha vie been observed to 
rise slightly with even lower velocities. Naturally, forces cre­
ated by winds of higher velocities (50 to 100 MPH) may immedi­
ately bend the tabs through much greater initial angles. 
Therefore, the subsequent investigation of flexibility character­
istics and resistance of shingle tabs to wind forces should involve 
possibilities of either lifting the tab to a 15 to 20 degree angle or 
through a larger angle such as 90 degrees, either directly or by 
successive applications of simulated wind forces. Force application 
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methods should provide a means of increasing the force magnitude 
within the limits shown on page 31 during the initial 20 degree tab 
angle and for applicable simulated gust velocity increases during the 
lifting of the tab through a 90 degree angle, which is usually consider­
ed the critical position. Provisions also should be included for pro­
viding a flipping action through a small angle (10^ -) for the tab at 
various angles with the deck, with emphasis on the initial 15-20 
degree angle and at 90 degrees. 
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DESIGN OF BENDING MACHINE 
The solutions of two objectives were involved in the design fac­
tors considered for the shingle bending procedure. The first con­
sideration was that of providing a means of simulating the various 
force actions of the wind on a shingle tab. The other objective in­
volved the production of a device which could be used as a wind re­
sistance rating machine for shingles being sold in the retail market. 
A mechanical device was considered to be more feasible than 
wind tunnel tests for investigating and rating the wind resistant char­
acteristics of asphalt shingles. The author concurred with Pro­
fessor Esmay's discussion {2, p. 69) of the basis for this statement, 
which included the following paragraph: 
It is not believed by the author that tests in 
wind tunnels on asphalt shingles offer a good meas­
ure of the wind-resisting capacity of a shingle. Due 
to the constricted cross section of most wind tunnels 
the velocities and the effect of them on asphalt shin­
gles cannot be correlated satisfactorily with field 
conditions. The author, as well as many other 
investigators, has observed in the field that wind 
damage to asphalt shingles generally comes from 
c ontinuous blowing-up or bending, which results 
in the shingle cracking or tearing off or a combi­
nation of both taking place after a shingle's fatigue 
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tlic tMxigle retatiOB center* illustrated in Figure 33* provided 
a range of force magnitodee comparaMe to those detcrihed above. 
In addition* thie off center location i^cilitated conelraction and 
provided a desired lowering of the force application point on the tabs 
at they were lifted. 
Fortaldlity and a width sufficiently narrow to permit its pass­
age trough a standard door opening were included in the design re­
quirements. The design included the application of selected 
weights operating on caMes attached to revolving pulleys to produce 
l^e lif^g force on the shingle tabs and a motor operated return mech­
anism. Figures 27 to 31 illustrate the bending machine* which was 
constructed with a welded frame of 1/S n 13/4 inch angle iron and 
with 2 inch nominal thickness planks being used as the roof sheath­
ing. The roof section was sloped to provide for a more typical 
gravitational action cm a raised shingle and to facilitate observations 
of the shingle reactions. Its sine (38" x 26") was made adequate for 
lite length of i tilree tab shingle ^d for several roiis of whingles. 
• i 
The additional row space was subsequently found unnecessary and 
l^e unused deck space provided an ideal location for the data record­
ing l^ok* as illustrated. Two S/8 inch shafts* mounted with self-
aligning bronsoil pillow blocks* and necessary ¥-belt pulleys 
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Fig. 27 Rear View of Bending Machine 
Fig. 28 Front View of Bending Machine. 
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e|ietated by « 1/4 H. F. el«etric metoir with ecAv«al«mt eoMrol amiteh 
pfovidfti i&t a 9p»xmtiQn i* r«t»i*»iaf the httnMmg mmch» 
axiitm te Its erigiaftl posltiiim. Qihm sise poUsys, is additioa to Iboso 
lUttStifatod, eoia^d readily b« added if desired* A liraka (Fig. 30 K| 
witii «oaireai«st eoatrol was InstaSlod to assist la sto:|^piag meeh-
mism at ^ o doslrad po&at. 
A flaidWo motal caWle coaiieetod «i« motor oj^rated retiira 
moeluuiism. wll& th» wel|)it Of«rat*d iMiadtog- m«ehaaism« pro^di&g' 
for frocdom @£ oporatioa%' i&o"latter* . ¥Ms oaMe« pre^erly adjast-
edt jproidded im a .farttal rotattoa of the 'tab lifting device tbrougb 
tbe desired angle of t«ndtoig by l^e moi^r operalwd rotating arxn 
(Fig. 30 H). One end of tbe eaMe was oonneeted to a 1/4 x I X 6 
inoii steel iMpr by a length adi^isting sliding bolt with Jerk damping 
springs (Fig. 30::it).. fbe bar, by falliag.wbea tlie oaMe was loose, 
asslstod in boliiytng the oaMe .on^ the ptilley; and was- attached with 
a wing -ttttt Mt to the rotatef^ arm* for ease -in chan^ng 'the 
threaded arm holes.of various, radii providing-for ^di&erent angles 
of tab Imndlng. Smoottier operatton was accomplished with a clock­
wise rotation of ^e arm. . ^ ' : 
fhe oti^er end of the cable, operating is liO <dtegrees of the 
groove'of the 1/4'inch by 12 inch diateter plate^ pulley was attached 
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by mmm&t ol m 1/8 iaeh round cable end coaneetien, bent to 90 degrees, 
so that it could be quickly inserted in one of the holes drilled in the 
pulley to provide l^e desired tab flipping «ngle. Figure SI Illustrates 
an operator flacing the caMe end eonneetion ia the desired position. 
The author's son is pointing to the hue connecting l^e other end of the 
caUe to the motor operated arm* 
Attention is again called to the fact ^at ibe motor and connec* 
ted pulleys provided only for the return of tiie beaiUng m echanism and 
not for the application of a lifting force oa ^e shingle. This beading 
meehanismi desigaed to bend a shingle through a maadm wm of 120 
degrees (with a minor alteration permitting a ISO degree maxintum 
angle)* included the two arbitrarily sised 12 toch plate pulleys 
mounted on a S/S Inch shaft supported by self-aligning bronxoil 
pillow Mocks. Ball bearing Mocks for less friction had been in* 
eluded in ^e design, but were not available at ibe time of construc­
tion. The pulleys were made from 1/4 inch plate stock by a local 
machine shop and latter drilled as shown Just below the letter I in 
Figure 30. The two rows of 1/4 inch holes on the left provided for 
two 1/2 inch diamoter shingle lifting and return rods, one above and 
the other below t^e shingle tab. Adequate clearance peri:z^tted later 
use of a S/8 inch lower rod for greater rigi^ty. Eadii of the hole 
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Fig. 29 Guides (A & B),Nailing 
Frame (C) and Angle 
Recorder (D & E). 
Fig. 31 Adjusting Return Cable 
to Provide Desired Angle 
of Lift. 
Fig. 30 Bending Weights and 
Return Mechanism. 
Fig. 32 Recorder Operating Pulley 
(D), Counter Weight (C) 
and Lift Bar Attaching 
Device (A). 
loeatloat i^sslMe bat localioat at 1/2 laeli later-
val«. 1th« aea-ra^al alligamaat provided £or a eoaetaat aero 
in&tley aad lilt Immt poaitioa for aay bar loeatioa. The eade of the 
lift rode were taraed*dowa oa a lathe provide a ehoalder aad the 
proper ^ameter lor the ia<Ueated holes, Oae ead of ^e top rod 
(Fig. 12 Bl «a« drilled aad a epriag pia o^eaeetor (Fig. 32 A) 
attached to ^e oppoaite siiib of the plate polleyt eaee ia removiag 
the top bar which wae later discarded. 1*he holes showa oa the 
right side of the plate palley were lor mouatiag eoaater-weights 
to elimiaate the tarniag resistaaoe of the bars. These weights 
were later botii placed oa the left ead plate palley as ill astrated 
ia Figaro 32 G. 
This shiagle ItlHag meehaaism was actuated by a weight of 
selected siae (1 to 3 poaadsl* The weight (Fig. 30 9}* which may 
be more clearly observed ia Figure 2f *. was attached to a 1/8 ibich 
flexible cable passiag arouad the left ead paUey. J^ll weights were 
formed from melted lead, sised to predetermiaed weightst aad 
slotted lor ease of mouatiag oa tiie caHes. TMs weight* operat-
iag with a six iach momeat arm, provided «a iaiHal aad approad-
mately coatiauoas coastaat momeat oa the tabs beiag lilted. 
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An&thmt weight (F4g. 30 A\ w»« suhse^tteatly attached for coa-
veaieaea to the right ead plate pulley (fig. 30 la euch a maaaer 
that a memeat* which iacreased at a rate slightly less tiiaa the siae 
toetioa of i^e aagle of tah^was appliad to the tah headiag device. 
This weilPftt caUe wai placed over a pulley, showa just ahove the 
weight la Figure 30 A» ia order to preveat a swiaglag actioa hy the 
weight. 
A pulley (4.5 iach effective diameter ) (Fig. 32 ©y with 
attached cord aad mouated oa tfa« |Aat« pvdULey shaft provided a 
maaas of operatiag a peaell arm (Fig. 29 which iadicated the 
aagle of rotatioa# or lift* of the shiagle tabs oa a chart (Fig. 29 £). 
This circular chart (Fig. 35|« calibrated for aagle of tah lift from 
0 to 120 dogrees* was locatod m a revolviag taUe (Fig. 29 
opsrated witii aa 80 to I ratio gear aad piaioa coaaected to the motor 
operated top shaft* 
A couatiag device for recordiag the aumber of beads or Hips 
of the shiagle tabs was momted at the ead of the same shaft. How­
ever, readiag difficulties eacouatored by the operator resulted ia 
its beiag re-located with a coaaectiag salvaged speedometer cable 
as illustrated ia Figure 28 aad later to the more coavealeat positioa 
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Frame for 2" Roof Decking 
i 1 3/4"x 1 3/4"x 1/8" Angles ) 
1/4" X 12" D.Pulley 
on each end 
Motor operated return 
cable on near end 
Constant moment weight 
on far end pulley 
Shock dampening spring on 
cable sag-tightening bar 
•Speed control V-belts 
and pulleys 
Adjustable-base motor 
Variable moment weight cable 
I 3/4" X 1 3/4" X 1/8" 
Angle framing 
Brake Lever 
Fig. 33. ASPHALT SHINGLE BENDING MACHINE 
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Fig. 34 Shingle in a Partially 
Raised Position. 
Fig. 36 Bending Machine in 
Temperature Control 
Room. 
Fig. 37 Nailing Guide (A) and 
Nailing Frame (B). 
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•howii im the top left tide of Figure 32. 
Other aided features were a nailiag gui^, adjust aMe sliittfi^e 
apidieatiom guides and a aailiag frame. The »aiUAg ^pdde (Fig. 37 A)« 
mounted as shown in Figure SO Z for the operator's convenienoei pro­
vided for a constant nailing pattern for hoth spacing and distance from 
the hult end of ^e tahs. This was suhsequently replaced hy the appli­
cation guides and frame. "Pie latter guides (Fig. 29 A It B) were 
adjustaMe for height of nailing and could be turned as illustrated 
in Figure 16 to avoid interference witi^ the moving tab. The nail­
ing frame (Fig. 37 B k 29 C)# constructed of angle and flat iron 
with six rooHhg nail points welded to simt^^ted nail heads add 
properly' spaced* ^ provided :a ^ mean's of' fast api^caMion' and wit&>-
drawal of the nails and a eonst«at and uniform spacing and nailtog 
pressure on the s|iingle . The lower end of this device was ^ Ited 
to the machine frame and the handles on each end provided for rapid 
clami4ng of tite nailing frame. The handles in a reversed position 
(lEg. 29) also served as a support for the nailing frame while re­
placing shtoigles. After application, during wMch the naUs were 
forced through the shingles* each nail was tapj^d wilh a hammer to 
insure comj^ete nail head c«mtact'irith the shingle^' 
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B«iidl»g Maeliiae OperaMon 
th9 o]N»7«tiag t«elusl<%ta« for b«adiag maeUae first iavolved 
tli« p|a«»i»g @f the tlilagl* mm tke roof loftioa with tlio tabs ox^adiag 
Iwtifttea tho lifUag l»ars, or oa top of the lower bar for the siagle bar 
tests, fhe exposttre distaaee was coafrolled by either ibe aa^ spac-
iag deiHce#'ig. 37 Aji, whl«eh was heM ia plaoe by mea^s of lags ia 
xoataet with the 'ver^cal froat frame leg exteasioas or by the e*-
posiire •dieteace^'regulator» iF||, tf S> attached to the roof 
frame, fhe shiagle was then fastened wiib the desired aamber of 
aails, .or'With ^  nailing frame.^ The frame was tapfMid over each 
'aaii wi^ a hammer te 'insure 'fall ^oataet by eaoh aail head. 
The required weights were placed oa either or both of the eoa-
staat moment aad the aceeleraMag momeat oaUes. Thea the retiira 
aetivatlag caHe was eoaaeeted to the proper points oa the roti^ting arm 
fukd plate pulley in order te provide for l^e desired aa|^e of lift* or 
flippiag, of the shiagle tabs. 
When the maehiae was operated with both shiagle bars atteehed, 
the tabs were aot on^y lifted but i^so pulled baok t|> their origiaal posi-^ 
tioa. With only tiie lower bar iastaUed* the tabs were lifted aad thea 
lOlowed te freely return. Ia the meantime ^e bar was returaed to its 
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ASPHALT SHINaLE INVESTIGATION 
Asphalt shiaglet have been availaMe in various weights and 
shapes, witii a multiplieity o£ designs. However, the majority of 
these shingles have been of a strip form, 36 by IZ or 10 inches in 
size* intended lor a 5 or 4*inch maximum exposure, respectively. 
Forms usually have included three tabs per strip, with the tab shapes 
indicated as square or hex^tabt although four or two tab designs 
have not been uncommon. Various thicknesses have been available, 
with common forms being classiEed as uniform tiiickness, thick-
butt and tapered. With due regard for this previous demand, asphalt 
shingles, purchased from Iowa retail sources and manufactured by 
fourteen manufacturers (2, p. 40), including 27 types, were ana* 
lysed in If 51 by Esmay (2). His random sample analyses were 
based on a procedure outlined in Federal Specifications SS-R-521 
(2, p. 41) and resulted in quantitative data concerning the felt, bitu­
men and mineral composition of each shingle. These results, re­
produced from Reference 2, are indicated in Table I and Figures 
3S, 39 and 4f0. With two exceptions, some of each of these shingles 
had been retained by the agricultural engineering department for 
future investigation and therefore were used as the nucleus of the 
shingles considered in this investigation. 
S2' 
The twealy-sevea tyjpes @f asphalt shiagles coasistiag of sevea 
hex'tah destga, six sftaare-tah ualform thlekaess* oae 10 iach 
tapered thiekaess tah* two 10 iaeh square-tah thiek-butt (lor 4" 
exposure), aad elevea 12 Iach square-tab deslga. were maaofae-
tttred by tike foUowlag eompaaies; 
Barrett Koollag Compaay 
Bim le'Soa* lae. 
Celotex Corporatioa 
Certala*feed Frodmets Corporatioa 
Fllatkote Compaay 
Olobe Sfiro&ag Frodaets Co,, lao, 
Oold §eal Asphalt'Eoo0ag' Compaay 
JohasoMaavllle Sales Corporatioa 
Irfloy A, Fry Eooliag Comp«ay 
I«ogaa-Loag Compaay 
Philip Carey Maaafaetoriag Compaay 
Ettberoid Compaay 
The l^ehoa Compaay 
tiaited States 0ypsmm Compaay 
3iaee the aamber ol each ol the aaalyxed shiagles was Iix4ited, 
aa additioaal IS btiadles (1/3 or 1/2 square each) o£ similar type 
shiagles were purchased Irom Iowa retail suppliers la order to 
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( '  
jpreiride for p»«llwiia«ry t© asc«irta,ia « logical me^od of 
tottiag. 
TABLE 1 
COMPOSITION OF ASPHALT SWNGLES* 
; Total shi&gle Felt • • Bitumen • _ Mineral 
'« * : ;]^6r-: :Top Bot. : Sat. : Total: Filler : Gran.;Filler :Total®ack 
No. ol:Wt. / -.Thick- Wt. / ; Thick-:tion ; Satur-i Wt. / Wt. / : Wt. / ; as- ; Wt. / ; Wt. / ras part ; min-xiust-
shingle: 108 : Bess 108 : ness ; of' : ation : 108 108 : 108 :phalt: 108 : 108 :ofcoat :eral :ing 
: sq. ft.: ins. sq. ft. : ins. ;]^otal: : sq. ft. sq. ft. : ]iq. ft. : : sq.ft. ; sq. ft.: : :min. 
: lbs. : lbs. : : % : % : lbs. : lbs. : : lbs. : lbs. : % : % : lbs. 
26Top 
* Table reproduced from Reference Z, pages 55 a & b, 60 and 62. 
rmtM 1 mmwrnmrn 
g f o t o l n M a t f * !  ^  '  W m t t  .  '  f  "  M t m m m m  '  s  m » » t M  
I , : I ' I s t t 
M«. ' iW/ • •t1IMeii--iWt/ • sSrtte-'sWt/ tWiif .Hf/ i Wt/--}Wt/-i*» 
sMttgls :1^  lamam i t# Si i w»Bm i :JtS :1^  tOt ;ie8 i®f eei^ scx^ iyi $ la^  
^«ac<-- l»«. sYwtiAs S' w%. H. t«4|.il. s«% ft, s S s«%ft.a%.il.f % i %' sb^ k* 
tall i lht» ; : -.tliMi.. i i % t ; llw, ; |fc8« iJltat. s t Ifcg. ; i „ ;; tlfca*, 
Sfisoo^ 
m Batt 115.9 .169 12.5 .061 10.8 185 21.2 1.3 22.9 39. i 19.1 37.4 46.0 50.1 0.7 
m T&p 67.7 .H6 12.1 .061 17.9 Its 5.0 1.3 22. 4 43.4 4.4 19.6 44.7 38.6 0.7 
UN Batt US. 6 .159 U.§ .056 9.7 164 19.3 0 . 7  18.7 31.9 14.1 52.2 41.8 57.4 1.1 
UH Top 62. d .U6 11. i .056 18.2 164 6.7 1.0 18.4 42.8 5.7 18.1 43.7 39.0 !.*• 
24M Batt 121. 8 .171 Sl.t .466 9.1 t#3 22.3 — 23.0 37.0 8.f 56.8 2f.0 §3.9 0.f 
24H 7op 73. f .lit 11.1 .066 15.0 m$ 7.8 22.5 41.8 3.0 26.0 31.9 42.4 0.9 
m- IMelaKiftft 
W 131.8 .192 if. 6 . Wf ' 11.3 213 4 1.2 if. 2 49.5 21. 2 26. 6 49.6 37.2 1.7 
9m 151.8 .m U , 4  .062 7.i lio 39.8 2.8 20.6 42.4 45.9 30.1 53.6 §0.0 1.0 
im U4.0 . 166 1«.8 ,dU f.S m aut 1.0 20.6 38.4 16. 3 42.1 42.1 52. 2 1,2 
t$m 94.2 ,m 13.6 14. S 183 m6 "2.2 24.8 i«.0 m . f  a» mW' 35.5 0.4 
tm 127.6 . 208 17. 2 .t9i 13.5 193 37.7 1.1 33.2 §6.2 «• t«fc aiK IS. 9 30.3 2.7 
mm 98.0 .1§§ l«.l .tit 10.3 192 2f.6 2.7 19.5 53.6 4» -m- 34. f 36.0 f.§ 
m-mMmm, 
TABLE 1 CONTINUED 
Total shingle Felt Bitam en : Mineral' 
• 
• 
« :Po|-: :Top :Bot. :Sat, Total:Filler£iran. :Filler :Total:Back 
No. of Wt/ Thick­ Wt/ : Thick-rtion :Satur-: Wt/ :Wt/ ;Wt/ as- :Wt/ : Wt/ :as part: min-: dust-
shingle 108 ness 108 : ness ; of : ation ao8 ;108 :108 phalt: 108 : 108 xjf coj^t teral :ing 
hex- sq. ft. ins. sq. ft. : ins. ; Total: % : sq. ft. :8q. ft. :sq. ft. % :sq.ft. :sq. ft.: % : % :min. 
tab lbs. lbs. • • : % : :lbs. :lbs. :lbs. :lbs. :lbs. : : ;lbs. 
Hex-Tabs 
2N 107. 1 . 161 1 1.7 . 063 10. 9 1 75 18. 6 1. 1 2 0.4 39 0 11. 0 43. 6 31. 1 49. 8 0. 5 
5N 94. E .146 10.7 .057 11. 4 187 18. 8 1. 0 21. 2 44 5 8. 7 32. 1 3 0, 6 43. 9 0. 2 
ISN 8 8.0 . 136 11.4 .060 12. 9 162 18. 0 0. 9 18.5 42 4 9. 8 29. 2 36. 1 44, 8 0. 2 
18N 8 5.0 . 132 12.3 .067 14. 5 189 11. 7 0. 5 23.3 41 3 8. 2 28. 5 41. 2 44. 2 0, 3 
22N 94.0 . 147 11.3 .060 12. 0 163 26. 2 2. 4 18. 3 49 2 — - 36. 0 - 38. 8 0. 5 
25N 8 8.9 . 139 11.5 .059 13. 0 173 13. 7 0. 8 19.5 38 5 8. 1 35. 2 36. 3 48. 9 0. 5 
EON 92.1 . 141 10. 8 .061 11. 8 175 13. 2 1. 0 18.9 36 1 11. 7 36. 4 45. 2 52. 2 0, 4 
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HEX-TAB ASPHALT SHINGLES UNIFORM-THICKNESS 
FIG.COMPOSIT ION OF NEW ASPHALT SHINGLES.  38 
38 37 33 35 153 30 29 4 34 24 3eB36-T 
FIG.39 COMPOSITION OF SOME WIND DAMAGED 
ASPHALT SHINGLES.  
SURFACE GRANULES 
BACK OUSTING 
DRY FELT 
FELT SATURANT 
FILLER IN COATING 
COATING ASPHALT 
tf) 80 
O 70 
cc 60 
Lij j„j-y~ri i«i--i i~i I liiii I •j.jj JIJ 
1-0 1-7 3-B 3-T 4-B 4-T 6-6 fr-T lOfl lO-T 13-B 13*7 14-8 14-T 16^ I6"T 17-8 17-T 19*8 19-T Zl*B 2rT 26-B 26-T 9-T IrB UT 24B 24-T 
THICK-BUTT ASPHALT SHINGLES WITH EMBOSSED SURFACES SMOOTH SURFACES 
FIG. 40 COMPOSITION OF NEW THICK- BUTT ASPHALT SHINO-LES-
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Additional preliminary operations with more than 100 shingles 
oi various types provided experience in operating the testing ma­
chine and an opportunity to make certain modifications in its design. 
In this series only a six nail application pattern, with nails one and 
one-half inches from the center line of each cut-out and each edge 
and five and five-eights inches from the lower edge of the tabs, was 
used and the nailing fram (Fig. 37 B) was introduced. The pre­
viously described accelerating moment weight was utilized in 
conjunction with the constant moment weight. Various weight 
combinations selected so as to produce an initial tab angle of less 
than 20 degrees with the different shingles indicated a need for plac­
ing the shingles in different classes and a decision was made to use 
multiple weight combinations of 1 and 8, 1. S and 12, 2 and 16, 2. 5 
and 20. and 3 and 24 pounds for the square tab shingles. The first 
weight combination involved one pound acting on the constant moment 
pulley and eight pounds acting on the accelerating moment pulley. 
A four inch radius for the location of the tab lifting rod also was 
determined as a feasible one for square tabs. A three inch lifting 
rod location radius for hex-tabs was accepted as more desirable, 
since the concentrated application of the force by the rod on the 
narrow butt width of this type of tab permitted an excessive tab 
curvature with the longer radius. 
u 
JDiiriag mm* of the operfttloas nvith two hers fa»etloaiag oa 
the lifttag xneehaiiism ittiiealioiit were observed that, when the tabs 
were lifted by refwated apflicatioxt of the llfttag loree through tea 
degree iatervalSf with approadiaately a oae miaute rest at l&e ead 
of each iaterval, a set or reactiloa took place ia the shiagle proper • 
ties which permitted the labs to be raised through a 90 degree aagle 
wilik a lower total aumber of beads* However, a declsioa to re* 
move the upper bar aad allow the tabs to retura aaturally, as 
described ia the rallag procedure, elimiaated a aeed for further 
iavesHgatioa of tills characteristic. Whea coaslderiag the removal 
of tibe top bar, aa attompt was made to determlae a correlatloa 
betweea the reacHoa resiiOlts from the two types of operatioa, 
iMt, as showa by the data to Appeadix taUe 20, aoae appeared to 
exist ia the aumber of beads to fO degrees aad the oaly coaclu-
sioa Is oae of coaslderaMe reaetioa variatloa amoag shiagles aad 
a larger aumber of beads for oae bar operatioa prior to the occur* 
reaee of cracks below ibe aalls. 
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Fig. 41 Square-tab Test Shingles. 
63 
Fig. 42 Square-tab Test Shingles. 
64 
Fig. 43 Hex-tab Test Shingles. 
is. 
F roeedure for Rating Asphalt SMnglss 
SMaglo resistanoe to beadiag was eoasidersd rslative to th« 
flsxibllity of the shiagle, or its eapaeity to ahsorh repeated heading 
without damage, and t& initial rigidity» or a shingle's capacity to 
resist heiag heat. 
The testiag p!P()t«edure adopted for sMagles with kaowa eompo-
sitioa analyses was outlined on page §0. fhis method was believed 
to provide a more representative test Oiaa the previously meatioaed 
two»har test, la the latter the shiagle tabs were not only lifted* but 
also forced back to the Initial positioa. fhis procedure provided a 
more accelerated test* resultiag ia earlier crackst but a limited 
aumber of comparisons ikiled to provide a correlatioa with the 
adopted me^od aad therefore* confirmed rejection of the two bar 
method* 
The one bar test aj^eared ^ be more logical, siace it lifted 
the tabs aad thea allowed them to retura at a speed coatrolled by 
the shingle's properties. These properties generally caused a tab to 
retura rapidly through approidmately oae-half the angle trough 
which it had beea raised; after which it qiuickly reduced its return 
speed aad coatitted slowly toward its origiaal positimi. The speed 
66 
of the return mechanism caused the bar to depart from its contact 
with the shingle, yet allowed ample time prior to its succeeding con­
tact with the tabs for the tabs to reach the slow rate of descent. This 
type of force action on the shingle tabs was considered to be a reason­
able facsimile of that caused by the wind. Of course, a wind of 
sufficiently high velocity could be expecjt^ed to lift the tabs through a 
90 degree angle, or more, (90 degrees being considered a vulner­
able point for tearing and for water infiltration) in one continuous 
bend, but a much more common condition would be that resulting 
from a lower velocity wind with varying velocities or gusts. 
A constant moment weight and an accelerating moment weight 
were utilixed together to produce the bending moment on the shingle 
tabs. The basic combination of weights, one and eight pounds, was 
determined by trial on some of the less resistant rectangular tab 
shingles. This combination was selected so as to produce an ini­
tial bending angle of the tabs on the order of 15 to 20 degrees, 
since data previously obtained had indicated the maximum force 
as occurring in this tab angle range. Then successive applications 
of forces produced by the same weight combination caused the tabs 
to be bent through a 90 degree angle. 
In order to provide a bending resistance comparison, other 
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•Mftglei were plaeed by in classes £&r relative weight combi-
aatioas ol 1. S, 2* 2. S« luad 3 times the basic eombiaatioa. fhusi 
a shiagle eomld be classified as haviag a resistaace I.S to 3 times 
as great as aaoth^er, as well as a comparisoa eoasistiag of the re­
spective aamber of beads required to Uft the tabs through 90 degree 
aagles. 
Temperatures of §0* 70, aad $S degrees Fahreaheit, with em« 
phasis oa the first twQ» were eoasidered suitable for coaductiag the 
tests oa the shiagles. Higher temperatures may exist prior to a 
storm or high velocity wlads» but coaditioas produeiag the wiads 
cause or result from a decrease below 85 degrees ia the temper­
ature. fhe added rigidity ol a shiagle at low temperatures aad 
seasoaal storm frequeacy were the Justilicatioa lor the lower 
limit of SO degrees. 
A ttiermostatically coatrolled refrigerated cold storage 
room (Fig. 34) la the agricultural eagiaeeriag laboratory* 
suf&cieatily large to accomodate these operaMoas, provided a meaas 
of obtaiaiag the SO aad 70 degree oparating temperature* duriag warm 
weatiier aad tiie 8S degree operatioas were coaducted ia the labor­
atory whea temperature coaditioas were satisfactory. 
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AlHiottgh t«8lt at one tempcratttre coaditLon were eondttcted 
coatinuottely, the shingles were arranged in a test order by a number 
drawing randomisation proeedure Im order to minimise tibe eHeet o£ 
technique variations, three shingles of each type were provided lor 
the 70 degree temperature tests and* due to an InsuHicient number, 
a lesser inumber lor certain ol the 50 and SS degree tests. The 
shingles were placed in the operating room at test temperature at 
least one day prior to testing in order to insure their being at ttie 
proper temperature. 
In addition ^ observations concerning the bending moment 
and the number of bends to f 0 degrees* the cracking ol the bitumen, 
breaktog of the felt and the tearing of both felt and bitum en on the 
side of ^e cut-outs were noted and recorded as reprodbced in 
Appends TaULes 21,22 and 23. fhe latter defects were considered 
as ibilure f«^ints for the HexIMlity tests. Altiiough a shingle is 
weakened by repeated bending prior to the failure points, when 
wither bitumen or felt is broken the tabs are more susceptible to 
being blown up and o0, and to additional damage by formation of 
ice in the damaged part. Therefore, l^se types ol failures were 
considered as acceptaMe results lor testing purposes. 
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Asphalt SMagle FlesciMUly 
Data to tm asphalt shimgl«*s aMlity to withstaad re-
peated headlag* mea^oaed ia the preeedlag paragraph, were traas-
lated from Appeadix TaMes 11* 22, aad 23 iate a more appropriate 
foraa usiag average values aad illastrated ia TaMes 2, 3 aad 4 oa 
pages 72» T3 aad 74. These data* fNertaiaiag to tests at each of 
the prescribed temperatures, show the occurreace of the iaitial 
failure below a aail aad ^e perceatage of the aails (iix aails per 
strip shiagle) ia the strips beiag lavestilgated, below which oc­
curred a failure ia either or both of the bituiaea aad felt prior to 
l&e eompletioa of 100 flips executod after the sMai^e tabs had beea 
lifted tiirough a f0 degree aagle. Similar iaitial aad perceatage 
values also were «howa for the teariag of ^e sides of the cut* 
outs. Cut'Outs at the eads of the strips were lacluded ia the 
calculatioas. Three shiagles, Numbers 23, 27 aad 2S, illus* 
trated ia Figure 42, had ao cut-out (aad ao failure! oa oae ead 
aad these poiate were deleted from these calcuiatioas. Beadiag 
repetitioa usually caused the bitumea crach to be exteaded diage» 
aally from a poiat below each aail to tibe side of each respective : 
cut-out aad ia aa irregular Mae coatiauously across each tab. These 
failures were recorded as ^e perceatage of tabs oa which coatiattous 
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Utumca er»eic« developei primr to the e&d ol 100 flips, prior to 
eomplotioa of 100 addltioBal regular lieads alter the eompletioa of 
the 100 flips, aad prior to 200 heads iaeludiag 100 flips lor the SO 
degree temperature tests, or 300 heads iaeludiag 100 flips for the 
70 aad 8S degree temperature tests. The values ol 200 aad 300 
were arMtrarily selected siaee piey iaeluded date for a majority 
of l&e shla^es.heiag iavestlgated aad thus separated t^ most 
e£feellir« iiiHimeas. Beadiag operatioas jt^so were diseoatiaued 
at 100 heads after the last aail crack. 
Coasiderati^a of these data should iaelude a reeegaitioa of 
ti^e f^t that a hreaM la either the hit^ea or felt affected the fail­
ure potot of the o&er oae, a lector elimiaatiag the sigaifieaace of 
regressioa liae illustratioas of tho results. However, as recorded, 
l&e beadiag sMagle or tah pivoted a<hoat aa axis at the top of the 
felt aad fi^lures occured ia ho^ hitumea imd felt, aad i a iome 
eases t^e failure coasisted of a distiact break through the eatire 
fhiagle body. This latter compete failure usuaUy occurred below 
a aaiVfA^ '"'A* ^oss^aa oae iach loag. 
A comparisoa of the data ia the tree taUes illustrates that, 
although failures occurred at all three temperatures, they were 
mueh more sovere at low temperature. Erratic results, a commoa 
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TABLE 2 
ASPHALT SHINGLE FLEXIBILITY 
(50° F) 
Sh. :Avg. : Ho. bends to first lailure, including 
: No. : flips (100 max.) if greater than column 
No.: bends: Z, or "F" represents failure during 
: to : flipping, and percent of nailing points 
I 90° : failing prior to completion of 100 flips 
^Bitumen cracks: Felt breaks : Tearing side 
! of cut-out 
; Percentage of tabs 
: with continuous 
: bitumen cracks 
; developed prior to 
:End : 100 : 200 
: of : bends: bends 
{flips: after : incl, 
: Fir St:  Percent : Fir St {Percent; First : Percent: • » flips :flip 
1 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10 ; 11 
3 27 215 0 F48 67 0 
10 20 F 100 F 100 1 00 
13 32 All torn completely thru with 3-5 flips 100 
14 49 49 100 49 67 33 100 33 
16 23 23 100 F torn thru before 45 100 • 
17 69 F 100 F 100 1 00 
19 37 A11 at or prior to 90 1 00 
26 81 50% at 90° All prior to 9C 1° 100 
9 63 F 100 F 100 1 00 0 
11 26 All torn thru prior to 10 flips , 1 00 
21 34 All at 90° 3 4 67 1 00 
24 86 A ll at 90° All at 90° 100 -
7 108 108 50 108 100 100 
12 44 F All torn thru 1 00 
23 34 All at  90° None F 67 100 
27 107 107 50 F2 50 79 100 I 00 
28 56 5o 61 None F 100 100 
• 
2 70 F 100 F 100 All below 90° 100 ' 
81 F 100 None 44 92 100 
22 56 F 100 None 40 100 100 (2-tab) 
25 85 F 100 None 50 67 1 00 
20 51 F 33 None (Eex-tab) 0 
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TABLE 3 
ASPHALT SHINGLE FLEXIBILITY 
(70° F) 
Sh, Avg. : No. bends to first failure, including Percentage of tabe 
No. : flips (100 max.) if greater than column with continuous 
l^o, bends : 2, or "F" represents failure during bitumen cracks 
to : flipping, and percent of nailing points developed prior to 
90° : failing prior to completion of 100 flip s . End :100 : 300 
:Bitumen cracks: Felt breaks : Tearing side of : bends: bends 
1 ; of cut-out flips : after ; incl. 
: Fir St:  Percent: First: Percent : First: Percent : flips : flips 
1 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 ; 8 9 ; 10 ; 11 
1 70 F 72 F 3 3 0 22 78 
3 2B 18 28 F 39 0 
4 40 F 67 35 100 67 67 
10 24 225 0 No break 0 
13 47 F 94 F 100 33 100 
14 41 F 11 F 28 F 17 22 100 
16 47 F 61 All at 90° 89 89 
17 54 F 6 F 2 2 F 6 0 
19 30 F 83 F 100 100 100 
26 47 F 83 F 100 100 100 
9 42 F 33 No break 33 56 
11 19 126 0 F 100 0 100 
21 18 F 22 F 39 33 100 
24 39 F 67 F 100 0 100 
7 46 188 0 F 33 0 
12 64 F 39 F 45 0 33 
23 95 F 11 No break F 67 0 
27 36 F 92 F 17 F 100 6 7 100 
28 31 F 67 No break F 51 1 1 78 
2 102 280 0 No break 99 100 0 
5 87 F 61 No break F 33 100 100 
15 40 197 0 No break 40 100 0 
18 73 310 0 No break 231 0 0 
22 50 248 0 No break 40 100 33 100 
25 41 160 0 No break 0 0 11 
20 35 0 
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TABLE 4 
ASPHALT SHINGLE FLEXIBILITY 
(85® F) 
Sh. : A vg. : No. bends to £orst laiiuire, including 
: No. : flips (100 max.) if greater than column 
No.: bends: 2, or *'F" represents failure during 
:: to : flipping, and percent of nailing points 
! 90° ; failing prior to completion of 100 flips 
: : Bitumen cracks: Felt breaks ; Tearing side 
: : s ; of cut-out 
I  :Fir St: Percent; First; Percent; Fir St; Percent 
: Percentage of tahe 
: with continuous 
: bitumen cracks 
; developed prior to 
:£nd:100 ;300 
:of : bends: bends 
:flips: after :incl. 
: flips ;flips 
1 : 2 ! 3 : 4 : 5 5 6 7 : 8 : 9 !  10 ; : 11 
10 33 170 0 50 
17 13 F 100 100 
26 43 F 100 60 100 50 50 
11 20 F 100 F 100 100 
21 31 F 50 67 100 
24 63 63 100 55 100 100 
7 18 • F 100 100 
12 15 127 0 0 
23 22 F ' :  100 0 
28 24 ^ . •' 100 0 
2 57 204 0 100 
5 64 at 90° 25 100 
22 35 209 0 F 6 F 100 33 (2-tab) 
25 38 83% at 90° 100 
20 12 194 0 (Rex-tab) 0 
Only one shingle was available for each of 
Numbers 12. 23. 24, and 28. 
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characteristic encountered "when investigating asphalt shingle re­
actions. prevailed. The data» obtained v/hile also considering the 
shingle's resistance to being lifted, provided no absolute comparison 
since the number of bends prior to flipping required to lift the shingle 
through a 90 degree angle varied. However, the procedures and 
values are practical ones. Observing the appearance of bitumen 
cracks during the execution of the indicated 100 flips also was impos­
sible because of the bent tab positions, but due to the relatively 
small number of flips the observations at the completion of flipping 
were accepted as satisfactory. 
Rejection of the feasibility of regression line illustrations 
resulted in the shingle performance being discussed relative to 
lower and higher values with respect to the mean values for the 
component part weights and thicknesses of the various shingles. 
The latter values were obtained from the Esmay copipQsition analysis 
(Table 1), with averages of butt and top values being used for tapered 
shingles. Thus consideration was given only to the shingle compo-
sition at the bending line on properly applied shingles where the 
failures occur. An analysis of these performance and composition 
data shows, with few exceptions, that failures occurred about the 
same in shingles from both the high and low value groups. 
Seme type ol £ftilar« eeeurtttd on mmeh btand of »qttar«-ta% 
•hiaglo prior to the oemplotioa of IdO Hlpt. At th« 50 degroe tamper-
«t^re range (Table 2K Mtumen eraeks appeared during tMe test 
stage on all sl^agles, except Mo. 3» TMs sMni^e was a low total 
weight and thiekaess type with a low hitanaen wei|p»t and a thick felt. 
The filler weight was the lowest value among those shingles contain­
ing this ingredient. Shingles numhered 10 and f provided the neiet 
best perisrmance. Mo. 10 was m average weight shingle with low 
vi^ttes of thickness, felt weight and thickness, saturant and Mtumen 
weights, bttt with a high filler content. Ho. 9 was a heavier shingle, 
of average total and felt thickness, with a high value for each compo­
nent part weight. 
Felt break characteristics of these three shingles received 
comparable ratings to those above, witib ^ exception that shingles 
Ho. 23 and 28 had no break by the end of flipping* Humber 23 was 
very low in total weight and ttiickness, slightty iihoire average in 
Mtamen weight, wi^ no filler, and had a thick heavy felt; whereas 
Ho. 28, also with a total weight and Sickness below alrerage, had 
a tiiin, light weight felt and a heavy weight bitumen content with no 
0l|er*; Shingle Ho. 2t, also of a sero, filler content, Imt with large 
values for all other composition parts, developed felt breaks. 
Failures eeearrei la tea ol the shiagles prior to their heiag 
lilted through a 90 degree aagle, as indicated ia TaMe Z. Am aaaly-
sis ol ^ e data shows that the sMagles involved were approsdmately 
equally divided between the shingles with compositioa weights aad 
thicknesses above aad below the mean value, la only two eases 
were the ratios as great as seven to tiiree. la the lelt thickness 
analysis* seven ol the shingles were above average thickaess aad 
whea codfideriag filler conteat seven sMagles were in the group 
below the mean value. 
Five ol the shingles (Mos. II, II, 13, 14 and one strip ol 17) 
were torn completely iforough botti Mtumen and felt at points below 
&e nails during the Hipping period. A majority ol these shingles 
were classilied to ^e below average groups ol values lor compo­
nent parts, with the eaeception ol filler content, in which all live 
shingles rated above average weight. 
The hex aad other noa*square tab type shingle results show 
bitumen crack lailures during fiif^iag, witii only shiagle Ho. 2 iadi-
cating lelt breaks. These breaks, less serious ia appearance, oc­
curred as a series ol parallel lines, two or more inches long and 
one-eighth to three-eighth ol an inch apart, throughout the length 
ol the tabs, ratiier than first appearing below the sails. These 
tf 
•Magl«a -w«t# rated twlow/tiie-eiiaaiire tab weight sm4 thiekitess 
ir«lme«i with the e3Cceptl<sM of If®. Z wMeh w«« spproximfttely aver* 
«ge thromghomt. Shingle Mo. S hgd m thiek, light weight felt. auHd 
Ho. 22 oonttdaed m heavy Mtttmeh" wii& »o' filler* 
Bitttmea oraokt oeomrred ott aU of 'these eMnglest and the 
lack of felt 1Nre«k» may haire heeii diie io the elightay larger tah 
hehdlag rai^ms permitted hy ikm llMhg tod aetioa oa the narrow 
tip* wide Ittee'tahe. Higher aailittg ahove eut-onts on ime hex« 
tab CMo. 20» Fig. 42| may haire permitted l^e different results 
for this shingle. 
Cnt-omt side ^lures were observed in the three non'-Mler con** 
tent siioare-tab sIMbngles and t&e hex*tabs. fhese consisted of side 
breaks, or a distinct tearing of the side of the tab at the angular 
jnnotton of the top of the tab and tiie body of the shingle. One of these 
shingles Ho. I7« was of a heavy weight* thick type, another* Ho. 2, 
was appr«aiimately average, and the others were a light weight type, 
previously described. However, the natore of the shingle eompesi> 
t ion  was  IwMeved to  have  had  l i t t le  In l luence  ^  these  defec t ive  re ­
sults* and the more logical conclusion was that stress concentration 
at the sharp, angular tab-body joint on tiiese shingles produced these 
n 
laiiut**. As illttstrstttd im Figurss 41* 42 9.iid 43, these were the 
shingles wlt^ imgular eot-eut design* the others h&ving a eir* 
<sttlinp shJife^ »t.thet©f-©f :tiie'C«it-®ttt.. . 
The Htmamm erftcks* starting mt the nails, eontinaed across 
the tabs ol all shingles* TMs oeearred en 100 pereent of the tabs 
prior to tike eompletlon of 100 flips on all shingles exeept three, 
as indicated In TaMe i« The better performing shingles again 
were Mos. 3 and 10, ^e compositions of which have been die* 
enssed. 
Shingle Mo. 10, In Hi&mber two place although failing daring 
the SO degree tests, provided t^e best performance at the 70 degree 
temperature. This shingle, with composition previomsly discussed, 
had no failure prior to tiie completion of 100 Hips, although bitumen 
cracks did appear un^r all nails at aa average number of iMnds, in­
cluding mps, of 272. One*third of the tabs showed continuous cracks 
at 426» and no lelt break had occurred at this bending stage. 
• A  division of the square «tab shingles Into two af^rosclmately 
equal groups, one with those giving the better performance and the 
remainder In ^e other, and an analysis of the shingles in these groups 
relative to their composition, demonstrated an approM mately equal 
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wi&d forces due,to gusts or higher velocity winds provi ding a tab 
lifting action through a larger angle; or to the more serious ac­
tion of the higher velocity winds« il'hich initially lift the tab either 
directly or by a series of successive bende to the larger angle of 
80 or 90 degrees, or more* and then cause a flipping action. 
The testing procedure and data illustrated in Tables Z, 3 and 
4 are considered as results from typical bending reactions and very 
conservative for the possiHe magnitude and variarions of wind force 
actions on shingle tabs. Temperatures of S0» 70 and 85 degrees 
Fahrenheit also are considered as incorporating the most logical 
investigation temperature range, lutd satisfactory performance can 
be evaluated only by reaction observations over the entire range. 
Initial rigidity and its relation to these flexibility characteristics 
will be considered in the next section of this report. 
The preceding analysis of the failures versus the asphalt shin­
gle properties of total weight and thickness, felt weight and thick­
ness, satur<Knit weight, bitumen weight, and weight of filler indicate, 
with two exceptions, no significant composition characteristics 
influencing the bending performance of the shingles investigated. 
Neither failure nor better performance was confined to any one 
composition, and both occurred with shingles randomly located 
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m«iiiifactttX'«il lb aot have adequate fiexIMtlty eharaeterletiee to permit 
aatieipated he»diag mhmn tab« are lifted by the wind. Bending* 
prior to failures* weakens a shingle and thus makes it more sus­
ceptible to being lifted again amd m being torn off. Bitumen cracks 
and felt breaks increase the probability of this damage and promote 
water Infiltration troubles. 
If fleadbility is desired* shingle component part characteris­
tics must be modified* and this invol-res important economic consider­
ations for ibis ralati.vely low cost material, jidditional rag content 
in tiit felt i^lottld strengthen the sMngle base. Bitumen refinements 
or additives* a chemical problem outside tibie scope of this investi­
gation* possibly might provide an eeoitomieal and feasible solution 
to the lack' of reituired resilience lor bending neactions. 
Since the effectiveness of asphalt sMngles depends oa their re­
sistance to being lilted the following discussion of tMs character­
istic assumes added importance. 
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ASPHALT SmHOJLE EBSISTAMCK fO BEMPIlia 
cttaistaae* of a«|>haktl sltlagSo ^ being liy th« 
was eonside'roi witii ro«f«ct l@ im ialtial »agl« memeat, the 
•am ol tlao momoatt retiiltlag from rofomtOd apfAleati^oa ol tli« 
tilliag lore* r«tttlr<i4 lo llil tiio «hlaglo t»bt throagh » M dogroe 
Mkglo. and a slmllaif niomoat rettalliag from a 9Q do* 
gr«« tall w&glo lilt. Thm laitlal aagl* m&mmnt olijiorvati oas providod 
lot* a dotovmlaaticm ol a tblaglo*# aMIlty to fotisi ^lag llltoi with 
tho a|ipll«atloa ol aa iailiaUy laeroaalag totem {p. 44) darlag th« 
original l§ to 2$ iogroo ajsgloi th«' ••eoad ph*mm for roaetioai dtto to 
minor  wla i  Haetaa t l^v  af tor  th«  taba  woro  ra i to i i  and  f ina l ly  for  r««  
aetloat r«tttlti»g from Inoroatod forces iii« to gnat* or Mghor wind 
voloeltiot. 
TaM«s S« 4 a»^ 7 iUmatrate the data traaslated Into mppt&pxi" 
ate Higrm lor thia aaalyaia. €<^%nin 2 ladleatea the moment producing 
loreeci'lor ««am{>le» l.§ and 12 refers to the apflieation'ol weights ol 
1.5 pounds on the eonatani slae^lneh radius pulley ^and It pounds on the 
inereaslng moment radius fNilley. Shingles .i^aeed In the same mo-
meat classllieatton were listed l^rst and ibose with greater or lesser 
resistance at the l^ttom of each group. Columns %» 4 and S contain 
data copied from AppmmMx TaMes 22* 23 and 24> and represent the 
u 
imitilal »agl« oi ami the aumber of beads or lorce applieatioas 
refttired |o lilt the shiagle through 30 aad 90 degree lungles. re> 
speetively. Columa 6 shomrg the maximum momeat applied duriag 
the iaitial imgle, this beiag the sum of the eoastaat radius weight 
momeat aad the momeat caused hy the iaereasiag momeat weight ia 
its liaal positioa for the iadieated aagle. Columa 7 shows the calcu­
lated applied momeat resultiag from liftiag the tattt from the iaitial 
aagle to 30 degrees, la this ease the meaa value of the Siae fuactioa 
betweea the iadieated aai^es was determiaed by the relatioa 
b 
ia which b aad a represeat 30 degrees aad the iaitial aagle, reppee-
tively, aad the term (b * is expressed ia radiaas. This value multi­
plied by the iaereasiag momeat weight aad thea added to the eoastaat 
radius weight momeat provided aa average value, which whea multipl­
ied by the aumber of beads to 30 degrees resulted ia the total applied 
momeat ia this columa. Columa 8 eoataias similarly calculated mo-
meats for the tob beadiag aagle of fO degrees. Due to beadiag uaiform-
ity duriag eertaia iatervals, aad for greater accuracy, average values 
fCx)dx Jkverage Siae = 
S5 
wtm ealcttlateil f o i r  iuagl« i&tfifvaA pH&t to 30 degreest 30 to 
40 d«gr««0 and lor t«a degrees Intervals from 40 to 90 degrees. 
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TABLE 5 
BENDING RESISTANCE OF ASPHALT SHINGLES 
SHOWING AVERAGE VALUES FOR 
FIRST ANGLE. NUMBER BENDS AND APPLIED MOMENTS 
(500F) 
Shingle : Applied : First : No. Bends To : Applied Moments 
No. : Forces: Angle : • • Ist. : (inch-lbs.) 
: (lbs.) (Deg.): 30° 90® ; Angle ; 30° ; 90° 
I : 2 ; 3 ; 4 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 
Embossed Thick-butt , , 
3 2 & 16 24 2 .5  27.0 51.0 1 40 2550 
10 2 & 16 13 9 .0  70.0 33.4 422 6169 
13 2 & 16 15 7 .0  79.0 36.8 340 6930 
16 2 & 16 23 2 .3  23.0 49.5 68 1974 
17 2 & 16 16 6 .0  69.0 32.0 296 6266 
19 2 & 16 20 4 .5  37.0 44.8 238 3333 
26 2 & 16 11.7 19.0 81.0 31.4 872 6 697 
14 1. 5 &c 12 19. 3 5.7 49.0 32.8 214 3213 
Smooth Thick-butt 
9 2 & 16 19 5 . 3 63.3 43. 2 276 4795 
11 2 & 16 20.3 3. 3 26. 3 45. 3 175 2 330 
21 2 & 16 14 7 .7  33.7 35. 2 367 2836 
24 2 k 16 12. 3 16. 3 86. 0 32.5 757 7 037 
Uniform Thickness 
23 2 & 16 22 2 .3  34.3 48. 0 137 2956 
28 1.5 & 12 17. 5 4.5 56.0 30.6 172 3 034 
12 2. 5 & 20 15.3 6.7 43.7 46. 6 408 4 769 
27 2. 5 & 20 12.5 14.5 107.5 41.0 844 11. 8 08 
7 3 & 24 10.7 24.7 108.0 44. 6 1679 13, 266 
Hex-tabs 
2 1 & 13 21.0 4. 5 70.0 
5 1 & 10 20.0 4.0 81.0 
22* I & 13 34. 0 0.9 85.0 
Eex-tab 
20 1.5 & 12 17.7 5.3 51.0 
*Tv»o-tab Nos. 3> 13, 17, 19 & 21 are tapered shingles 
8? 
TABLE 6 
BENDING RESISTANCE OF ASPHALT SHINGLES 
SHOWING AVERAGE VALUES FOR 
FIRST ANGLE. NUMBER BENDS AND APPLIED MOMENTS 
(70°F) 
Shingle : Applied : First ; No. Bends To Applied Moments 
No. : 
• • 
Forces : 
(lbs.) : 
Angle: 
(Deg.): 
Ist. : 
Angle : 
(inch-lbs.) 
30® 90° ; 30° O
 
o
 
1 : 2 : 3 ; 4 5 6 : 7 : 8 
Embossed Thick-batt 
1 1 .5  & 12  13 .0  9 .7  70 .0  25 ,2  300 4631 
4 1 .5  & 12  16. 3 5. 7 4  0 ,3  29 .2  217 2722 
10 1 .5  & 12  20 .0  3 .0  24 .  3  33 .6  118 1658 
13 1 .5  & 12  15. 7 5 .7  4  7 .3  28. 5 211 3219 
16 1 .5  & 12  12 .7  7 .7  46 .7  24 .8  271 3072 
19 1 .5  & 12  15 .0  4 .0  3 0. 3 27 .7  136 2054 
26 1. 5 & 12 14 .5  7 .5  46 .5  27 .0  271 3031 
3 1 & 8 20 .0  3 .0  27 .  3  22 .4  79 1248 
14 1 & 8 15 .7  6 .0  4  1 .3  19 .0  148 1797 
17 1 & 8 12 .3  9 .7  54 .  3  16 .5  225 2369 
Smooth Thick-butt 
9 1 .5  & 12  19 .0  3 .7  4 2. 3 32 .5  133 2964 
n 1.5  & 12  22 .0  3 .0  I 8. 7 36 .0  122 1279 
21 1 .5  & 12  17. 7 3 .7  18 .3  30 .8  141 1185 
24 1 .5  & 12  14. 3 7 .0  39 .0  26 .8  257 2529 
Uniform Thickness 
12 1. 5 & 12 13. 3 6 .7  6  3 .7  25 .7  237 4411 
23 1 & 8 10 .7  11 .7  94 .7  14 .9  265 4330 
28 1 & 8 19 .3  2 .7  3  1 .0  21 .9  70 1440 
27 2 & 16 18 .0  4 .0  36 .0  43. 1 204 3327 
7 2. 5 & 20 13. 7 7. 3 45 .7  43 .4  436 5070 
Hex-tabs 
2 1 & 8 17 .5  6 .5  102 20 .4  
ZZ* I & 8 45 5 0 48 .5  
5 1 & 6 21 4 . 0  87 1  3 .0  
15 1 & 5 26 2 . 5  40 13. 2 
18 1 It 5 28 2 . 0  7 3 1 4. 1 
25 1 & 5 34 0 . 9  4 1 1 6 .8  
Bex-tab 
20 1 & 8 15 .7  5 .0  35 
•Two tab Nos. 4, 13, 19 and 21 are tapered shingles 
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TABLE 7 
BENDING RESISTANCE OF ASPHALT SHINGLES 
SHOWING AVERAGE VALUES FOR 
FIRST ANGLE, NUMBER BENDS AND APPLIED MOMENTS 
(850F) 
Shingle : Applied 
No. : Forces 
:  ( lbs . )  
First : No. Bends To 
Angle : 
Applied Moments 
ist. : (inch-lbs.) 
(Deg. ) :  30°  90® Angle : 30® : 90° 
: • 2' 3 : 4  5  6 : 7 : 8 
Etnbossed Thick^butt 
10 1 & 8 17 5 .0 3  3 .0  20. 0 125 1466 
17 1 & 8 33 0 .9 1 2. 5 32. 1 29 612 
26 1 &.8 19 5 .0 4 3 .0  21.6 130 1955 
Smooth Thick-batt 
n 1 & 8 24 2 .5 20.0  25 .5  70 913 
21 1 & 8 17 5 .5 3  0 .5  20 .0  138 1312 
24 1 & 8 13 10 6  3 .0  16. 8 235 2754 
Uniform Thickness 
23 1 & 8 26 2 .0 22.0  27 .0  57 1042 
28 1 &t 8 27 2 .0 2 4 .0  27 .8  58 1150 
7 2 & 16 25 2 .0 1  8 .0  52 .5  112 1664 
12 1 .5  & 12  35 0 .9 15.0  73. 0 63 1052 
Hex-tabs 
2 1 & 5 22 3 . 0 5  7 .0  17. 3 57 1860 
5 . 1 & 4 22 3 .5 64,5  15 ,0  58 1729 
22# I & 5 19 6 .0 85.0  15 ,8  111 2895 
25 1 & 3 32 1 .0 38.5  15 .5  15 861 
Rex-tab 
20 1 & 8 30 1 .0 1  1 .5  30 .0  30 545 
^Two-tab  Nos .  17  & Zi  a re  tapered  sh ingles  
RKS'llI-TS or »EII©|MQ'mESISTAIfeE TEStS 
Jkagl# 
A» tb* S'MAfl* talit wovolUteA tb« Initial aagle th«y pttr 
milted m moment #1 i»«»eaiiag magaltttde to met* IMe was la e&n* 
lormity witii tbe tme««a»iag foree i^'tloa hf ^e wl»4» ae IUm«tfale4 
oa p^ge 31. ~ Howete^i tlie xaoire v«#ittaat eMagle foteeased 
cleat treelstiiMioe to itof- lite llUlag rod moHoa at a esxiaHer laltiat 
angle. 1fli« iata lor fbe elilagle with a lessor realetaaee to Wlag 
lifted aotttaUy eaiMMtei a larger momeat magaltaie. la order to 
]^f ese^at the iata grapMoally la the more loglo<yi plolMirlal form of 
aseeadlag «loi»e liae for the more reelstaat sMaglee, the reciprocal 
el l^e affiled momeat was plotted as orSlaate with a eomfoaeat 
weight or thiclcae** of the thlagle as aheelssa' la FIgare 44 aad 4S 
CHI.  pages  % aad  f3 .  
£aeh set of cttrves shows regressloa Iftaes caleolaled hy the 
aecefited least sfmares me#iod lor 'data ol^i^aei at each of tiie tibree 
test temperateres of S@> 70 aad @1 degrees^ Fahreahelt. OiUly the 
slopes* aad aot i^e relative positioms of these llaes, are comparaMe 
slaee these Uaes were hased oa reciprocals of the ap;^led m#» 
meals, la ad#tiloa» the applleatl^ras of forces of t aad 16 for the SO 
degree temperalNire tests* 1. § aad 12 lor the 70 degree tests, aad 
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.TABJUE.S 
REGRESSIOM LINE EQUATION FOR CURVES 
SHOWN IN FIGURES 44 AND 45 
Total Weight at SO 
70® 
85® 
Total TMckneta at SO® 
TOO 
85® 
Felt Weight 
Felt Tkickae«8 
Bitamea Weight 
Saturaat Weight 
Filler Weight 
Granules Weight 
SO*' 
70® 
8S® 
SO® 
70® 
85® 
50® 
to® 
8S® 
SO® 
70® 
85® 
SO® 
70® 
8SO 
SO® 
70® 
as® 
y> 0 ,000962*/  0 .0U5 
r s 0. 000 06 36 / 0. 0278 
y 5 0. 000 6 X - 0. 0228 
y 5 0. OlS X / 0. 0232 
y • 0. 3 x « 0.149 
y 5 1,16 X . 0.142 
y = - 0. 0025 X /. 0. 0S56 
y = / 0.0025 X / 0.0051 
y s - 0. 0027 X / 0. 0749 
y =  -  0 . 4 3 x /  0 . 0 5 2 7  
y s / 0.574 X - 0. 0013 
y  :  .  1.2 X /  0.118 
y = 0.00045 X / 
y = 0. 00191 X -
y « 0. 00062 X f 
0. 0248 
0. 00393 
0. 0392 
y * - 0. 0006 X / 0. 0387 
y= /  0 .  0048X-  0 .068 
y 5 - 0. 000156 X / 0. 0469 
y = / 0.00021 X / 0. 023 
y = - 0. 000186 X / O. 03723 
y = / 0. 00025 X / 0. 041 
y = 0. 000184 * / 0. 0183 
y s 0. 000 051 X / 0. 0324 
y s 0. 0OOS47 x / 0. 0202 
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I and 8 for the 85 degree tests did not result in calculated applied 
bending moments for the various shingles which were comparable 
with the ratios of these forces. A further clarification of this 
last statement may be accomplished by consi dering the application 
of different forces producing moments on a shingle at the same 
temperature. Reductions in moment weights similar to those 
above, result in a smaller initial angle and increase the resulting 
number of bends to a 90 degree angle three to six times, with vari­
ations for different shingles, and consequently, the calculated applied 
moments. Therefore, only the results from the applied moments 
produced by the same weight combinations are comparable, and are 
included in these and subsequent curve data. Shingles in other mo­
ment weight classifications will be considered separately. 
The relationships of the total shingle weight and thickness to 
initial resistance to being lifted are shown in Figures 44D and 44C 
by point scatter diagrams and regression lines derived with respect 
to the reciprocals of the initial angle applied moments. Data from 
twelve types of shingles were included in the 50 and 70 degree and 
from eight types in the 85 degree calculations. All weights and 
thicknesses were from Table 1, with weights projected on a 108 
square feet basis, and averages of butt and top values being used for 
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tapered ahiaglet. The lesser number of shingles, the large initial 
anises and the widely scattered points from the 8S degree tempera­
ture tests provided less significant results at this range. However, 
all slopes of curves indicate additional resistance to initial tab 
lifting as the weight and thickness values are increased, and show 
a greater net effect at high temperature. 
The slope of the curve for the thickness versus moment recip­
rocal data at 50 degrees was materially decreaned by a thick shingle. 
No. 16* wiA a low resistance value. This shingle, with a high compar­
ative resistance rating at 70 degrees, was a thick, heavy weight 
shingle in all component parts, with the exception of a light weight 
top bitumen, with weight compensation in that a heavier layer of 
bitumen was contained below the felt. 
Eight square tab shingles (Taldes 5. 6 and 7) were placed in 
other moment producing weight classifications in order to obtain an 
initial lift angle of 20 degrees or less. At the 70 degree test tem­
perature, instead of the previously mention 1.5 and 12 weight combi­
nation, five shingles, Nos. 3, 14, 17. 23 and 28, were placed in a 
1 and 8 weight combination; No. 27 in a 2 and 16, and No. 7 in a 2.5 
and 20 weight combination. Thus, five shingles were much less 
resistant and two shingles more resistant to being lifted than the 
previously discussed twelve shingles. 
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An analysis of the five shingles in the 1 and 8 classification 
shows them to be randomly located in the lower half of the shingle 
weight and thickness classification. However, the mo3t resistant 
shingle. No. 23, had the lowest weight and thickness values, factors 
due to a zero filler content since felt weight and thickness, saturant 
weight and bitumen weight values were all above the mean values 
for the nineteen shingles. In contrast, Shingle No. 17, which was 
oxily slightly less resistant, was rated almost average in total weight 
and felt content, but included a high saturant, very low bitumen and 
a high filler weight content. The least effective and approximately 
equal resistances were observed in shingles No. 3 and 28. The 
former had a high felt, low bitumen and low filler content. The 
latter had a low felt, high bitumen and zero filler content. 
The two most resistant shingles, Nos. 7 and 27, were of the 
uniform thickness type with the heavy weight ratings (Table 1) of 
131.8 and 127.6 pounds. Only shingle No. 1, a thick-butt, embossed 
type with a butt rating of 130 pounds was as heavy, and its resistance 
was observed to be in a lower moment weight class. However, a larger 
proportion of its weight was due to an exceptionally large granule con­
tent. Therefore, in order to consider some extreme reactions, the 
above two most resistant shingles, the two shingles (including No. 1 
above) with the next best resistances and second only to the preceding 
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TABLE 9 
COMPOSITION AND RESISTANCE DATA FOR SIX SHINGLES 
at 70® 
1 Shingle Number 7 27 
2 Type Uniform Thick 
1 16 3 28 
Embossed, thick-butt Uniform Thick. 
3 Moment weights 2.5&20 2 & 16 1.5&12 1.5&12 1 & 8 1 & 8 
4 Initial lift angle 13.7 18 13 12.7 20 19. 3 
5 Total weight I 31.8 127. 6 1 30.0 126.0 
1 15.O# 
1 06.8 
98.4 
98.0 
6 Total thickness 0. 192 0 .208 0.179 0. 197 
0. 183 
0. 178 
0. 155 
0. 155 
7 Felt weight 17.6 17. 2 11.4 14.0 12. 2 10. 1 
8 Felt thickness 0. 095 0.095 0.059 0.071 0. 069 0. 058 
9 Saturant weight 39. 2 33. 2 22.4 24.7 23.4 19.5 
10 Bitumen weight 24.4 37.7 27.0 19.4 
18.5 
19.4 
15.4 
29.6 
11 Filler weight 21. 2 0 13.4 21.4 23 0 
12 Granule weight 26.6 35.9 56. 3 30 37 
31 
34.9 
•(•When two values are given, the first indicates butt value and second is 
average of butt and top values for tapered shingle. 
Ratios of above items 
7/5 . 134 . 135 .088 . 109 . 124 . 103 
8/6 .495 .456 . 330 . 361 .444 . 374 
7/9 .450 .518 .509 .566 .521 .518 
7/10 . 720 .456 . 422 . 707 . 770 . 341 
10/5 . 185 . 296 .208 . 154 .  161 . 302 
11/10 .827 .000 .496 .624 .292 . 000 
11/5 .  161 .000 . 103 . 144 . 234 . 000 
12/5 . 202 .281 .433 . 231 . 327 . 356 
10/12 .920 i .050 .480 . 616 .496 .848 
7/)5-12)  . 167 . 188 . 155 . 122 . 180 . 160 
10/(5-12)  . 232 .411 . 367 . 200 . 239 .468 
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test data, which resulted from including three large felt value, low 
resistance shingles, Nos. 3, 16 and 23. No. 16 had performed well 
at 70 degrees, but had a nnuch lower comparative resistance rating 
at 50 degrees. Data for the other nine shingles show more correla­
tion for increasing felt values for shingles with increasing resistance. 
The curves of Figure 4Sd, involving the saturant content, 
are similar to those pertaining to the previously discussed felt con­
tent and thus indicate comparable felt-saturant ratios. 
Bitumen data curves in Figure 45c show larger bitumen weight 
contents in shingles with higher resistances. The 50 degree data 
curve shows almost a zero effect from bitumen weight variations. 
The slope of this line, however, was materially Influenced by data 
from one shingle, No. 17, which had a low top bitumen content and 
an above average resistance* A siniilar small slope value in the 85 
degree temperature curve resulted from the inclusion of data from 
shingle No. 28, a shingle with a large bitumen content and low initial 
resistance. 
The initial resistance of shingles appears to be only slightly 
affected by existing filler contents (Fig. 45b) and different effects 
were noted at the different temperatures. At 50 degrees the regression 
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line indicates a slight increase in filler content in the more resistant 
shingles. However, when the only zero filler content shingle is 
eliminated the line becomes approximately horizontal, thus indi­
cating no effect. At 70 degrees, a small negative slope for the line 
is evidence of less resistance in those shingles with the larger 
filler contents. The eight widely scattered values for the 85 degree 
tests provide rather indefinite trends. However, when data for two 
zero filler content shingles were included the slope of the line was 
positive; when excluded, the slope was negative. 
The curves pertaining to the granule content (Fig. 45A} illus­
trate that the more resistant shingles, at all three temperatures, 
had greater quantities of this material. As shown later this factor 
was not considered to be an influential one for added resistance. 
Thirty and Ninety Degree Angles 
Relationships for the 30 degree and 90 degree angles of lift 
similar to those for the initial angle were illustrated in Figures 46 
and 47 and Figures 48 and 49 respectively. In these cases the respec 
tive composition characteristic was used as the abscissa and the 
accumulative applied moment calculated as described on page 65 was 
the ordinate. Regression line equations for these curves are shown 
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in Tables 10 and 11. Tbe lack of correlation among the points of the 
scatter diagrams detracts  from the effect iveness  of  these curves,  
but they are included herein to present the variations involved. Data 
point locations are shown to illustrate the variances. 
The effect of shingle thickness on resistance (Fig. 46C) for 
a 30 degree angle is shown to be comparable at all temperatures 
with that of the initial angle, resulting in increased resistance with 
greater thickness. At a 90 degree angle similar curves existed, 
except a negative slope resulted from the 50 degree temperature 
data (Fig. 48C). This slope was influenced by the shingle with the 
low top bitumen content. 
The curves (Fig. 46D and 48D) illustrating the effect of 
total weight on resistance were comparable with those for the initial 
angle at all three temperatures, and indicated increasing resistance 
for the heavier shingles. 
The felt weight and thickness curves in Figures 46A, 46B, 
48A and 48B demonstrate conflicting results, show the influence of 
one or two shingles on slopes of lines, and in general indicate the 
inadequacy of a component part content versus resistance analysis. 
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TABLE 10 
a EGRESSION UNE EQUATIONS FOR CURVES 
SHOWN IN FiaURES U AND 4T 
Total Weight at 50 
70® 
ago 
Total Thickness at 50® 
70® 
8 5® 
Felt Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Felt Thickziess at 50® 
TO® 
85® 
Bitumen Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Saturant Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Filler Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Granules Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Y = 11.43 X - 897 
f s 2. 64 X - 95 
y • 4.66 X - 403 
y s X / 341 
y m 3242 X - 333 
y m • 9725 X - 1446 
y m '107x /  1623 
y Z / 16 X / 13 
y m m - 22. 3 X / 368 
y m / 12750 X . 462 
y m m J 6581X - 209 
y 
' 
- 20517 X / 1382 
y 31.9 X - 245 
y Z 14.85 X - 98 
y m 0. 846 X / 93 
y * -  33.6 X /  1075 
y / 16.4 X - 150 
y r / 0. 0167 X / 109 
y z - 3. 2 X / 381 
y m -  8.86 X /  325 
y 
' 
/  2.09X ^ 88 
y 17. 7 X . 362 
y s 1 .88x/  121 
y 3.81 X - 53 
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tABhE II 
REGRESSIOM LIME EaUATIONS FOR CURVES 
SHOWN IN naURES 48 AND 49 
Total Weight at 50° 
70® 
8S® 
Total Thiekaeas at SO® 
70® 
85® 
Felt Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Felt Thickness at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Bitttmea Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Saturant Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
Filler Weight at 50j 
^ 70 . -  , 
85® 
Qiraaules Weight at 50® 
70® 
85® 
y * 39. 8 X A129 
y * 24.12 X . 23 
y = 41. X - 3120 
y * - 20000 X / 9243 
y 2 / 27447 x - 1753 
y = / 87500 X - moo 
y = - 890 X / 15127 
y - - 321 X / $486 
y - - 183 X / 3523 
y s . 178571 X f 15693 
y « / 67742 x - 1500 
y : . 256538 X / 17305 
y s 121. 75 X / 2203 
y s 256.7 X . 2487 
y = 45.78 X / 480 
y = ^ 204 X / 8887 
y = / 187 X - 1297 
y 5 / 8. 33 X 1223 
y s  f  85.6 X /  3279 
y « «• 22. 3 X / 3008 
y s ' 51 X / 2110 
y • /65. 78 X / 1825 
y = - 0.472 X / 2718 
y = / 45. 24 X - 536 
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FIG. 49. EFFECT OF THE COMPOSITION OF ASPHALT 
SHINGLES ON THEIR BENDING RESISTANCE TO 
A NINETY DEGREE ANGLE 
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Regression lines in Figures 47c and 49c illustrate increased 
resistance with greater bitumen contents at the lower tenaperlitures. 
! 
The lesiser slope o£ the 85 degree line was largely due to shingle No. 
26, a low resistance shingle with a heavy bitumen and aero filler 
content. ^ 
The durves of Figures 47b and 49b demonstrate conflicting 
results with those of the initial angle and with each other. These 
pertain to the effect of filler content on resistance, but because of 
the low correlation the reader is referred to subsequent discussions 
in regard to this characteristic. 
Reactions to other composition characteristics involving saturant 
and granules are presented in Figures 47d, 47a, 49d and 49a, but 
are considered as non-effective resistance rating features. 
In order to ascertain the effect of certain composition character­
istics on the basis of percentages of total shingle content the curves 
of Figures 50 and 51 were included. These show effects of percent­
ages of mineral filler, total mineral and felt weight from the previous 
ly discussed twelve shingles at a 70 degree test temperature on both 
'V 
the initial resistance and that for the 90 degree angle of lift. Regres­
sion l ine equations also are included.  The curves indicate a  rever­
sal of the trends for felt percentages at the two resistance angles 
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considered, and added resistance from decreasing values of mineral 
and filler content. However, the addition of data for two zero filler 
content shingles estimated from those in a lower resistance range 
would have resulted in a positive slope for the percent filler curve. 
Since the results from these data, which lacked proper correlation, 
were inadequate a decision was made to present the following analy-
I 
sis of the composition ratios of all of the square-tab shingliss con­
sidered in this investigation. 
Quantitative Characteristic Ratios 
Ratios of various quantitative characteristics for each of the 
nineteen square-tab shingles, which are listed in order of increasing 
bending resistance to a 90 degree angle, were arranged in Table 12 
in order to analyze the possible effect of the shingle composition. In 
order to provide for the probable reduction at the bending line for 
tapered shingles a second value, determined from average values of 
butt and top weights or thicknesses, was listed just below each ratio 
for this type. A study of the values demonstrated a most erratic 
point scatter diagram or lack of correlation related to resistance 
and thus voided the use of regression lines to illustrate trends. It 
also provided additional evidence for discrediting the value of quan­
titat ive shingle  measurements  only as  a  means of  evaluating resist­
ance to bending. 
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Am &i values revealed that with three exeeptioas 
l^e ahove aai l^low average resistaaee shingle• eaeh iacluded approx­
imately the same aumher of alK»ve average ratio values. As aa illus-
tratif^t the ratio of felt weight to total weight series shows four 
shiagles with ratios higher thsA the meaa value ia the above average 
resistaace group aad three la the below average group. Other compo-
sitioa ratios prodded simitar eomparisoas* with several eoataiaiag 
the same aumber of shiagles la each group aad with exeeptioas 
discussed below. 
la order to provide a more dlstiactive eomparisoa* ttie shiagles 
were divided iato three resistaace groups, low, medium aad high, 
aad the compositioa ratios of Hiiose la ibe low aad high groups eoa-
sidered. Similar coadltloas ^ those discussed above existed. 
'' There was m sigaifieaat dlffereaee^ia the aumbers of shiagles 
with above average ratios of felt weight to total weight, felt tiiick* 
aess to total thickaess, aad felt weight to saturaat weight ia the low 
aad high resistaace groups, la columa four, the ratios of felt weight 
to Mtumea weight show aa advaatage ia favor of lower felt weights, 
or more logically ia the h«avi«r top Mtumea coateats. The data 
of columa S show a four to two advaatage of the high over the low 
Il l  
TABLE. 12 
SmNGUES ARmAKGED IH ORDER OF INCREASING 
RBmSTANGE AT ?0® F. TO BENDING TO A 90® ANGLE 
AND RATIOS OF VARIOUS COMPONENT PARTS 
Sh.;  Ratto» of Compottciit Paytg 
# : 1 i V 2 • \ •, * «# • 4 s •5/  S; 6 J 7 : 8 
3 .US .  i l l  
III 
•
 . 628 .182 . 290 ' .34T . 278 
.124 . 444 .521 .770 .161 .292 .327 .239 
28 . 103 .374 .518 . 341 .302 .000 . 356 .468 
14 . 108 .33S .650 .735 .147 .567 . 281 .205 
17 .101 . 362 .491 .942 . 107 .880 . 266 . 146 
.  110 .396 .492 .939 . in .889 . 296 . 166 
23 . 144 .477 . 548 .660 . 219 .000 . 347 . 335 
21 .093 . 3S0 .532 .474 .195 .708 . 282 . 272 
. 103 .380 .533 .654 . 158 . 704 . 297 .224 
11 .097 . 3S2 .615 .595 . 163 .705 .440 .291 
10 . 101 .360 . 557 .605 . 166 .795 . 386 . 271 
19 . 104 . 339 . 569 .500 . 208 .700 . 331 .311 
.120 .371 . 569 . 726 . 166 .707 . 353 . 256 
24 .091 .377 . 491 i 506 . 180 .399 . 459 .333 
4 . 100 .378 .556 . 422 • . 236 .501 . 329 . 351 
. 119 .427 .554 .602 . 198 .4# . 327 .294 
9 . 108 .382 .546 . 590 . 183 .849 . 323 . 270 
26 . 101 .36S .600 . 578 . 174 .413 . 4 /4 . 332 
16 . 109 . 361 .566 . 706 . 154 .624 . 231 .200 
13 .097 . 328 .563 .375 .259 .634 . 260 ;351 
. 121 . 406 .561 .591 .204 .632 . 283 . 285 
12 .095 .397 . 524 • . 495 . 191 . 715 . 370 .304 
1 .088 .330 .509 . 422 .208 .496 . 433 . 367 
27 . 13§ .456 .518 . 456 .296 .000 . 281 .411 
7 . 134 . 495 .450 . 720 . 185 .827 . 202 . 232 
Mean . 107 .386 .543 . 566 . 198 .532 . 337 .301 
.HI . 394 .543 . 600 . 188 .532 .338 .299 
Col. RaUo of . 
1 F«lt Weight to Total W«4ght 
2 F«U TMck&«ss to Tota.1 TMelciaeas 
3 F«lt Weight to Saturaat Weight 
4 Felt Weight to Top Bitumea Weight 
5 Top Bitumen Weight to Total Weight 
6 Filler Weight to Bitttmea Weight 
7 Graattle Weight to Total Weight 
8 Top Bitumen Weight to Total Weight Less Granule Weight 
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t«tlst»ae« generally tlmt aided resistaaee Is obtained 
witb ll^e latger t/&p Mtumea te tolal weigM ratios. A similar advaa* 
lage is sliowa Willi tbe relatioasMps iavolidag tlie Mtum ea aad the 
total  weigbt  less  the graaule eoateat  (Col .  f ) .  
Tiie eHeet of filler eoateat also is aot sigaifieaat siaee there 
is a three to four ratio (six to five for the oae-half divisioa) of shia-
gles wilb ahove meaa values for the illler to Mtumea weight (Col. 
for the low aad Mgh resistaace groups respectively. It lAso should 
he aoted that two of the shlai^es ia the low resistaace group had a 
sero filler coateat, whereas oae sero fiUer eoateat shiagle with high 
total weight aad tMclmess ratiags was the secoad most resistaat 
shiagle. Ia additlGa, deletioa of the sero filler coateat shiagles would 
affect the relatioaships existiag hetweea the high aad low resistaace 
groups, oaly ia that oae ad^tloaal Mgh filler ratio shiagle would 
lie added to the low resistaace group. Therefore, ti^e filler coatoat, 
a very coatroverslal suhjecl ia receat years* if aot excessive, appears 
to he aot detrimeatal to Jbe headiag resistaace of asphalt sMagles. 
Although these discussioas have pertaiaed to the heading 
resistaace at tO'^F aad for a f© degree aagle, aa aaalysis of the 
relative posil^oas ia other classUieatioas would aot materially affect 
Hi 
the reaalts. 
la order to provide additloaa.1 evideaee la regard to the effect 
ol mier eoateat some isolated e»»mples ia which the variatde felt 
•ad/or top hitumea coateats could he elimiaated were coasidered. 
Two shiagles, Mos. 7 aad 27. the most resistaat shiagles tested, 
had ideatical helt ttiicliaesses ol 0.09S iach, hut tike laU;er iacladed 
a top Mt^mea eoatiag three pereeat heavier thaa &e former. 
|4ttmher 27 had a »ero filler eoateat, whereas, aamher 7 coataiaed 
a filler weight eoateat amouallag to 83 pereeat ol the hi tamea 
weight. Siace Ho. 7 was coasideraMy more resistaat thaa No. 27, 
aa advaatage is iadicated for the filler type. 
Similar data lor three other shiagles wi^ variaMe felt thick* 
aesses* Imt with reas^aMy close top Mt^mea weights of 19. 3 to 
21.2 pouads per 108 sqaare feet ,  may he tabulated as  fol lows:  
$hiagle Mo 23 II 9 
Felt fhickaessiiae.). 072 . 0S4 .061 
Top Mttxmea weight 20.6 19.3 21.2 
Pereeat filter of 0 70 85 
Mtamea weight 
These data, with shiagles listed ia order of lacreaslag resist-
aace at §0 aad 70 degree temperatures, farther illustrate a lack 
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@i «irii«aee tlunt filler is Aftlrimsatnl l«» if«elitaA«e. 71i« 
to tbit li»t of »hiaglo M®. 24 witb m lolt of . 064 iaeh, a 
top Mtumea wight of II* I pooxids and a 40 p»mmt filler co»t*iit« 
would  c l i o w  t h i s  s M a g l o  w l f ^  a  l i l g b o ' i r  r o s l t t a f t c o  t l i a a  s h i a g l o  M o .  9 ,  
ia tibe laitial a&glo aad SO dogfoo angle reslstaaoe ratiags at l»otli 
tomporatviros. At 70 dogroos tomporatuife aad for 90 dogroo aaglo 
ros&staaeo it was lowor tli«ft sMaglo Mo. 9. Tlims, shiagle Mo. Z4 
with a lowor porooatago of flllor tlbows a gtoa^r reslstaaco ia all 
aaglft grotips oxcopt oaoi h&wmv»3t, tbm ad^tloaal felt «Rd top Mtoinoa 
eoatoats could proirido tiaio liasis for tills. 
Similar ooasidoratioas of otibor small groiaps provido varying 
ittdioatioas. Slaee Idoalioal felt tMekaossos and top coatiags were 
aot laelttded in tbis gro«tp of aiaetoea sbisigles» it was impossiM® 
to elimiaate liot& of these two fmaatlties as variables, aad aa 
absolute analysis of tike effeet of filler .eoateat was aot feaslMe. 
'Iliereforet a detailed study of the sMagle resistances aad data 
pertaining to these &iree variaMes was xaade wMeb resaltod la 
observattoas tliat the top Mti&mea oonteat provided a better eriterian 
iban felt thieleaess for sbiagle resistaaee iwd that filler ooateat 
was aa laade%viate basis for determining resistanee. 
The aiflictiinte involved la these Malyses of the effect of 
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qasintitative characteristics on resistance may be traced to a 
lack o£ information in regard to the stress characteristics of the 
materials involved. Recognition must be made of the fact that 
different production methods for the bitumen probably result in 
greater or leaser allowable compressive stresses, and that the 
nature and type of  the fe l t  f ibers  provide s im i lar tensi le  stress  
variations. Since no analysis of these characteristics was 
feasible, the results presented herein are necessarily indicative 
rather than positive conclusions. 
Table 13 illustrates the shingle samples arranged in 
order of increasing resistance resulting from bending tests at 
the various investigation temperatures and for three angles of 
lift. The table arrangement devides the samples into the three 
resistance groups of low, medium and high previously discussed. 
Examination of this table illustrates a general resistance 
uniformity for each shingle through-out the ranges considered. 
Shingle No. 16, one with high component part ratings and ratios 
except for a below average bitumen weight and top bitumen weight 
to total weight ratio, had a high resistance performance rating at 
70 degrees, but a low rating at 50 degrees. The presence of an 
appreciable bottom layer of bitumen on the butt part of the shingle 
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50®F 70®F 8S®F 
Aagl« , J Angle • • Angle 
{ 30<i { "•"f0ep" I First 1 fP : First : ; On" 
14 28 14 ^ 3 ' 28 3' • 
2ft 14 28 - 2 8  •  • • ' i  28 
3 16 11 14 14 14 
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valttes t& low r«slstajie« sMagtoi, }low«ir«r, tolhor obeor-
Y»tloa shows Hkm tatlos of Mtwioa eoafottt to tot«l woight »Md to lelt 
weightt «ltbottgli witbottt correlntiott* to h* lower v&laes than those 
for the sq«ar«-t»h shingles. The'filler ewatent ratios agais were 
aot slgaiHeaat wii& respect to tesislaiMse a«€ their valfte-s were ^ 
lower tiiiam 'those lor lite other t^jpe sMttgles* 
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force if lieairedt eucceieive applications of these forces, and pro­
visions for snbjectilng the tahs to small angle flipping actons at 
desired angles of lift (p, 66), 
3. Eesmlts of the flexibility investigation demonstrate that as­
phalt shingles as currently manufactnred do not have qtialities which 
permit direct or repeated bending to eighty or ninety degree angles 
with the roof deck, since such action results in damaged tabs and 
wei^ens a tab's resistance to being lifted again and to being torn off 
(p. 82). 
4. A circular shape for the top of the cutout appeared to be 
advantageous, since sharp angular intersections between tab and 
shingle body, with resulting stress concentrations, were a failure 
point on each shingle strip at SO and 70 degrees temperature and 
few curved shapes failed. Embossing also provided for earlier 
failures when the indentation line was collinear with the bending 
line or when it intersected the top of the cutout (p. 82). 
5. The exceedingly low resistwice of the tabs during the 
first few degrees (3-»S) of lift readily permits them to be exposed 
to one«third or more of the total wind force (p. 122). 
6. None of the shingles considered in this investigation had 
adequate resistance to being raised at temperatures above 85 de* 
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grees Fahrenheit hy winds with velocities exceeding 75 miles per 
homr as extrapolated from test data. More damage to ashpalt shin-
gles in Iowa probaMy has been prevented by the consistent mid-west 
orientation pattern of buildings and diagonal directions of the higher 
velocity winds. 
7. The frequent occurrence of a wide variation in results per­
taining to the number of bends to a 90 degree angle of one shingle in 
each group of three square-tab samples illustrates probaMe manufac­
turing de&ciencies in quality control and the need for a large number of 
samples when investigating asphalt sMngle resistance (Tables 21-24). 
8. The type of shingle (tMck-butt tapered or vadiovm thick­
ness) is important for added resistance only in-so-far a# the thick­
ness is affected below and a short distance above the nailing line. 
A tapered tab provides only added butt thickness for appearance. 
9. Higher allowable tensile stresses in the felt wd compres­
sive stresses in tiie top bitumen than those in existing sMni^es are 
a requisite for laecessary resistance unless compensated for by 
material increases in the thicknesses of each. Present indications 
for the rectuagular type tabs are that the latter would require a 
thickness exceeding one-tenth inch each for the felt and top bitumen 
and a nailing pattern with a lower than commonly recommended 
U8 
§ 5/ft lack distaace tr&m the MU aad (p* 124). 
10. Asphalt shlagla {Nerfoirmaaett will aot be sa^sfactory aati| 
ssoaaafaetarers provide a marklag oa tite strips 1N> assist la the pre-
veatioa of high aailiag duriag apfAiealioa* 
11 .  J^a  aaeoaf irmed opia loa  i s  that  a  snore  equal i sed  spac iag  o f  
the six aails» rather thaa placiag tibem adjaeeat to the cttt-^ats* would 
be advaatageous. 
12. Wtox-tab ehiagles, curreatty usually maaufactured with 
lesser weights aad thielcaesses* tOiaa sifuareotab types if comparably 
proportioaed would more easily provide the desired resistaace. al­
though aot the appearaaee oftea desired. 
13. Miaeral Aller eoateati if less thaa 8S perceat of the bitumea 
weight* ^es aot decrease a shiagle's beadiag resistaace (p. 122). 
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SUMMARY 
The enormous losses resulting Irom windstorm damage to as­
phalt shingles on Iowa buildings were causing considerable concern 
prior to 1951 and demonstrated a need for an investigation concerning 
the wind resistance characteristics of this type of roofing, which had 
proven to be an economical and otherwise acceptable material. There­
fore, this study was proposed as a continuation of an Iowa Agricultural 
£x|>eriment Station general project, "An Investigation of Farm Build­
ing Losses Due to Wind and Fire", which had been in progress since 
1930. 
Since this investigation was restricted to tab type asphalt shin­
gles, a first consideration involved the wind reaction on a tab, or 
tabs. A full size scale tab model, so mounted that the force of the 
wind could be measured and placed on a roof section model in front 
of a wind duct supplied by a gasoline engine operated fan with a 
capacity to produce up to a 50 mile per hour wind, demonstrated 
that the lifting force pattern of the wind was a minimum when the 
shingle tab was flat on the roof deck; that it increased to a maximum 
several times greater with the tab at an angle of 20 degrees, plus or 
minus five degrees depending on air turbulence, direction and veloc­
ity; and then decreased as the tab angle was increased to a 90 degree 
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aagle with the deck, at which point the decrease aixiooated to as much 
as 30 percent under certain conditions. When an adjacent tab on each 
side oi the model was lifted the maximum force occurred at a small­
er tab angle and a greater decrease in force at the larger angles re­
sulted. 
Observations relative to the e^ect of the sise and shape of the 
tab illustrated that the effective wind force on a four inch exposure 
tab was on the order of 60 percent of that on a five exposure tab and 
the net effect on a hex-tab was less than §0 percent of the latter. 
Percentages varied with wind velocities. 
In order to provide a means of testing the bending character­
istics of asphalt shingles and of rating commercial shingles a bend­
ing machine was developed which operated on the following principle. 
A three-tab strip was applied to a decking, either with roofing nails 
or a special fastening device with simulated nails, with the tabs 
extending over the edge of the deck so that a lift bar could raise 
them through the desired angle. The lifUng force was provided by 
selected weights, one producing an initial and constant moment and 
the other providing for an increasing moment to simulate the increas­
ing force of the wind during the initial angle of lift and then to provide 
further increases to simulate the additional force created by gusts or 
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Increasing velocities. Recording devices were incorporated to 
mechanically record the angle o£ lift and the number of bends to which 
the tabs were subjected. Also included were adjustments to provide 
for a flipping action of the tabs at desired angles of lift and for selected 
speeds of operation. The moment producing weights provided the 
simulated wind force on the tabs and an electric motor provided power 
for the operation of the return mechanism and angle recording table. 
The operation of this bending machine was quite satisfactory and it 
offers good possibilities for future rating operations, if such are 
deemed expedient. 
The investigation of a shingle's resistance to bending was 
considered with regard to its flexibility, or capacity to absorb 
repeated bending without damage, and to its capacity to resist being 
bent. Nineteen square "tab type asphalt shingles, including thickbutt, 
tapered and uniform thickness types, and seven hex-tab types, 
products of fourteen manufacturers and purchased from Iowa retail 
sources, were considered in this investigation. Composition analyses 
of these shingles, made by Professor M. L. Esmay (2), were available 
and included the following characteristics: (1) weight of dry felt, (2) 
amount of felt saturation, (3) amount of top coating bitumen, (4) amount 
of back coating bitumen, (5) percent of filler in coating, (6) amount of 
top surface granules, and (7) amount of back dusting mineral. 
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The flexibility and resistance operations were conducted simul­
taneously and involved the tabs' being initially lifted through an angle 
of approximately 15 to 20 degrees, this being the range of tnaximum 
force for a given wind velocity. Successive applications of the lift­
ing forces raised the tabs through a 90 degree angle, Subseqiuent to 
each force application the tabs were allowed to freely return toward 
the zero position at a speed controlled by the shingle's properties. 
These properties generally caused a tab to return rapidly through 
approximately one-half the angle through which it had been raised; 
after which it quickly reduced its return speed and continued slowly 
toward its original position. The time periods between successive 
applications of the increasing magnitude lifting forces were adequate 
to permit the tabs to reach the slow rate of descent. Although a 
wind of sufficiently high velocity could be expected to lift the tabs 
through a much greater initial angle, this procedure was consider­
ed to be the result of a much more common condition resulting 
from a lower velocity wind with varying velocities or gusts. After 
being raised through a 90 degree angle the tabs then were subjected 
to a flipping action through a small angle. 
Tests were conducted at 50, 70 and 85 degree Fahrenheit tem­
peratures and the flexibility results indicate that asphalt shingles as 
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today do aot have adequate eharacteri sties to permit 
aatieipated beadiag mhmn tabs are llHed by the wiad. |a ad«Utioa* 
bea#ag prior to failures weakeas a sMagle «ad thus makes it more 
, susse^ble to beiag lifted agnia aad to beiag tora o^. 
Although performaaee was beM:er at higher temperafciires, 
those used were eoasidered as iaeorporai^g a logieal temperature 
raage aad satisfactory performaaee caa be evaluated oaly by coasider-
iag reaettoas over the eative raage. The shiagles failures iaeluded 
bitumea cracks, first occurriag below the aails aad thea coatiauously 
across the tabs, felt breaks primarily below aails^ aad more eommoa 
, at low temperatures the teariag of the sides of the cut*outs betweea 
tabs* aad combiaatioas of these defects. Heither failure aor better 
performaaee was coafiaed to similar compositioa characteristics, aad 
both occurred oa shiagles raad#mly located throughout the raage of 
compoaeat part weights aad thickaess aad witii embossed, plaia, 
thick-butt aad uaiform thickaess types. 
Ia>a8*much as these faUures occurred prior to the ead of 100 
Hips executed after repeated force applicatioas to lift the tabs through 
SI fO degree aagle, which averaged oaly 51 applicatioas per shiagle. 
the reactioas produced were less severe thaa those to be expected 
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from stoong wiads. Therefor#» ll«3dbillty charaeteristics are in-" 
adefuate* the charaetet of a shingle iagredleat doe• not have the 
necessary elasticity* and longer life performance depends on a 
shingle's resistance to being lifted by the wind. 
A shingle's resistance to being raised by the wind was con­
sidered with respect to the initial angle of maximum wind force 
and to its being raised to 30 and fO degree angles respectively. 
Analyses of these results with the quantitative composition char­
acteristics and with ^ e ratios of ^e various component parts re* 
vealed very little correlation for better performance and indi» 
cated a need for a higher resistimce quality in the materials, f his 
involves important economic considerations, implying stronger felts 
and less compressiMe top Mtumens, with partial compensations re« 
suiting from greater thicknesses of both. 
The top bitumen content provided the most acceptable criterion 
for the quantitative compostion analysis* with low values for this 
material resulting in less resistant shingles. Since an asphalt shin­
gle bends about a neutral axis near the top of the felt and the com­
pressive stresses are a function of the ^ckness* this is a logical 
result. Situmen below tiiie felt, usually in small proportions and 
13S 
Imcattse ol low teaaiile strength, provided little aet effect oa resist-
aace:.' ' 
The fiUer ctmteat was demeastrated to be aa iaadegaate factor 
ia determiaiag resistaaee, if aot iaeladed ia excessive fuaatities. 
Shiagles with filler to Mtamea ratios below 0.85 were well scatter­
ed throaghoat the re sistaaee raag«. 
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TABLE 15 
WIND ACTION ON SHINGLE TABS 
(Duct on end. no turbulence reducing pipes, and 
with wind guard on side). 
Single Tab Three Tabs 
Angle s Scale Reading (lbs.) :Moment;Scale Reading (lbs.); Moment 
(deg) ; Test A ; B ; C i Avg. tin. Lbs, s A ; B ! Avg. t In. Lbs. 
Wind Pressure (cm. HgO) = 0. 75 
V = 28. 55 V7n : 24. 7 m. p. h. 
0 0. 03 0. 02 0. 02 .025  0. 27 
5 . 12 . 11 .11  .  113  1. 16 0. 17 0. 10 0. 145 1 .49  
10 . •16 . 14 . 16 . 157 1. 61 . 20 . 17 . 185 1 .90  
20 . 19 . 19 . 19 . 190 1 .95  . 18 . 18 . 180 1 .84  
25 . 22 . 18 . 21 . 203 2 .08  . 16 . 20 . 180 1 .84  
30 . 21 . 22 . 21 .213  2. 18 . 16 . 18 .  170  1 .74  
40 . 21 . 19 . 18 .  193  1 .98  . 14 . 16 .150  1. 54 
50 . 19 . 17 . 18 . 180 1. 84 . 13 . 15 . 140 1 .44  
60 . 17 . 16 . 17 . 167 1 . 71 . 15 . 15 . 150 1. 54 
70 .18  . 15 . 16 .163  1. 67 . 12 . 14 . 130 1 . 33 
80 . 14 . 16 . 16 .  153  1 .57  . 10 . 13 .  115  1. 18 
90 .13  . 13 . 13 .  130  1. 33 . 10 . 10 .100  1. 02 
110  . 11 . 10 . 11 . 107 1. 10 . 09 . 090 .97  
Wind Pressure (cm. H^O) = 1 .4  
V : 28. 55 VTT : ; 33 .7  m. p. h. 
0 0 .05  0 .07  0 .08  0. 067 0. 69 
5 .20  . 19 . 21 . 200 2. 05 0. 23 a 23 0. 230 2. 36 
10 . 27 . 27 . 28 .273  2. 80 . 30 . 31 . 305 3. 14 
20 . 34 . 33 . 35 . 340 3. 49 . 34 . 34 . 340 3 .49  
25 . 37 . 34 . 35 . 353 3 .62  .27  . 29 .28  2 .87  
30 . 31 . 34 . 35 .333  3 .41  . 25 . 26 . 255 2. 61 
40 . 30 . 31 . 31 . 307 3. 15 . 25 . 22 . 235 2. 41 
50 . 28 . 31 . 31 . 300 3. 08 . 23 . 21 . 22 2. 25 
60 . 28 . 29 . 28 . 283 2. 90 .20  . 21 . 205 2. 10 
70 . 23 . 27 . 28 . 260 2 .66  . 18 . 21 . 195 2. 00 
80 .22  . 22 . 23 . 223 2. 29 . 19 . 17 .48  1 .84  
90 . 22 . 23 . 19 . 213 2. 19 . 18 . 17 .  175  1. 79^ 
110  . 21 . 18 . 18 . 190 1. 95 . 13 . 14 . 135 1. 384 
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Shingle Tab Three Tabs 
Angle: Scale Reading (lbs.} s Moment Scale Eeading (lbs. ji Moment 
s Test A { B ! C s Avg, i In. Lbs. A 5 B s Avg. : In. Lbs 
Wind Pressure (cm. HO) 2. IS V= 28.55 VzTis - 4? m. p. h. 
z 
0 0 .09  0 .08  0 .  08  0  .083  0 ,83  
5 .31  *29  .31  .303  3 .11  0 .35  0*38  0. 365 3 .74  
10 .41  .44  .38  .410  4 ,20  . 48 ,52  .500  5. 13 
20 *55  .56  . 48 ,530  5 .43  . 50 ,51  .505  5 .18  
25 .53  .55  .51  ,53  0  5 .44  .46  ,49  . 475 4*87  
30 .49  .51  .50  .500  5 .12  .36  ,37  .*365 3 .74  
40 ,47  .49  .47  .477  4 .89  .32  * 34 , 330 3. 38 
50 .45  .44  .45  -447  4 .50  *32  ,32  ,320  3* 28 
60 .41  .:42 . 41 .413  4. 23 .30  .33  .315  3 .23  
70 .40  .38  . 38 . 387 3 .97  .28  ,26  ,270  2. 77 
80 .40  .38  .38 . 387 3 ,96  .27 ,26  .265 2 ,72  
90 .31  .33  .33  . 323 3 ,31  .21  ,24  .225  2. Si 
1 10 .27  . 28 .24  .263  2, 70 . 14 , 17 . 155 1 ,59  
Wind Pressure (cm. Ho)  = 2 .8  V i  28.55  ViTi: 48 m. p. h. 
0 0 .11  0 .  12  0 .12  0 .  117  1 .20  
5 .40  . 43 . 43 .420  4. 30 0 .45  0, 53 0 .490  5*02  
10 . 56 .57  .58  . 570 5 .84  . 60 *59  , 595 6, 10 
20 .65  .69  . 67 , 670 6 .87  . 57 ,60  , 585 6 ,00  
25 .71  .71  . 71 .  710  7 .28  , 53 ,56  .545  5 .59  
30 .64  .65  ,66  .650  6 ,66  .49  ,49  .49  5 ,02  
40 .60  .60  .60  .600  6 ,15  .43  ,48  .455  4 ,66  
50 .58  .59  .60  .590  6*05  *44  *43  .435  4 ,46  
60 .55  .57  ,56  .560 5 .74  .39  , 40 .395  4 ,05  
70 .•52 .54  ,  52 '  . 527  5*40  .39  .36  * 375 3 .84  
80 .45  .47  .47  .463  4. 75 .37  ,38  *375  3 ,84  
90 i 43 .43  .41  .423  4 ,34  ,26  , 32 *290 2. 97 
110  . 36  .37  .35  . 360 3 .69  ,24  .26  .250  2 .56  
Wind Pressure (cm. HgO) = 3. 1 V = 28, 55 yXT s 50 m. p. h. 
0 .20  . 25 ,18  0. 210 2 .15  
5 .50  .49  . 5i ,500  5 ,12  0, 54 0 .59  0* 565 5 ,79  
10 .66  ,69  .65  .667 6 ,84  ,75  .74  ,745  7 .64  
20 .75  .78  77 .767 7 .86  ,74  .70  ,720  7 .38  
25 .80  .78  .78  .787  8 .07  ,56  .65  ,655  6 .71  
30 .75  .75  ,79  ,763  7 .82  ,58  .56  ,170  5 .84  
40 .68  .70  .67  ,687  7 .04  ,47  .50  ,485  4 .97  
50 .62  .64  .61  .623  6 .39  ,52  .46  ,490  5 .02  
60 .59  .60  , 61 .600  6. 15 ,48  ,47  ,475  4 .87  
70 .62  .57  .56  ,583  5 .98  ,46  ,43  ,445  4 ,56  
TABLE 15 (conllBtted) 
Shingle Tab * Three Tabs 
Angles Scale Heading (lbs*) t Moment : Scale Eeadingdbs.): Moment 
(dea) t Test A } » s C t AVK. In. Lbs.: A ; : Avg. : In. Lbs 
80 . 60 ,53  .  52  .550  5 .64  . 46 :n . 420 4. 30 
90 . 53 .52  .  48 .510  , 5.. 23 .35  .33  .340  3 .48  
110  . 45  
** Wind Presst 
.44  . 445 4 .56  .25  .29 .270  2* 77 
Are (cm Hjo) : 1 *2 V = 28. 55 t/zTTb "  31 .3m.  p. b. 
0  . 10  . 10 . 100 1 .03  , 10 * 12 .110  1 .13  
5 . 20 .19  . 195 2 .00  .24  .23  .235  2 .41  
10 . 29 .30  , 295 3 .02  .35  .36  .355  3* 64 
15 . 32 .31  * 315  3. 23 .35  .36  .355  3*64  
20 . 34 .33  . 335 3 .43  .34  .33  .335  3 .43  
25 . 33 .32  * 325 3. 33 .32  .31  .  315  3. 23 
30  . 31  *30  . 305 3. 13 *29  .31  .300  3.08 
40 . 32 *31  .315  3. 23 .29  .26  . 255 2*61  
50  . 29  .29  . 290 2. 97 *23  .26  . 245 2 .51  
60 . 30 .29  . 295 3 .02  .22 ,26  . 240 2 .46  
TO . 30 *29  . 295 3 .02  .20  .24  . 220 2* 26 
80 . 29 .28  . 285 2 .92  .20 . 18 . 190 1 .95  
90 . 29 *28  . 285 2 .92  . 19 . 17 . 180 1 .85  
HQ . 25  .24  . 245 2 .51  .23  .20 .215  2*20  
Wind Pressure (cm* M20) = 2. 15 V = 28* 55 Vtri '  41 .8  m.  pi h. 
0 * 20 . 15 . 175 1 .70  .  20 .25  .225  2. 31 
5 . 39 *38  . 385 3 .95  .50  *53  .515  5 .28  
10 . 56 .51  . 535 5 .48  .66  .63  .645  6*61  
15 . 61 .57  . 590 6* 05 .67  .63  .650  6* 66 
20 * 57 .57  . 570 5*84  .62  .60  .610  6*25  
25 . 55 .53  . 540 5 .54  *57  .53  . 550 5*64  
30 . 54 .55  . 545 5 .59  .54  . 54 . 540 5 .54  
$9 . 54 .54  . 540 5 .54  .44  45 .445  4 .56  
50  . 54  .53  . 534 5 .47  .39  .«0 .395  4* 05 
60 . 54 * 5 .54  .37  * 3 .79  
70 . 54 5  .54  .41  4*20  
80 . 50 5 .13  .40  4. 10 
90 . 50 5. 13 *37  3 .79  
110  . 48  4 .92  *34  3 .49  
# Wind gttiird inlltt«nc« discovered and corrected for loUowing test. 
•• ( Duct placed witii long axis horizontal, Roetf Section sloped 3" 
12" and five 9" pines placed in duct to reduce turlnilence.) 
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TABLE 16 
WIND ACTION ON SHINGLE TABS ON SLOPING ROOF SECTION 
(9" D pipes used in wind duct to decrease turbulence and 
wind guard removed). 
Single Tab • • Three Tabs 
Angle ; Scale Reading (lbs.) : Moment ; Scale Reading (lbs.) : Moment 
(deg) ; Test A : B  ;  Avg .  : In. Lbs. : C ! D : Avg. ; In. Lbs. 
Wind Pressure (cm. Hgo) s 1 .0  V = 28 .55  1 . 28. 5 m. p. h. 
0 0 .10  0 .05  .075  .77  0. 10 .08  . 090 .92  
5 . 15 . 17 . 160 1 .64  . 23 .22  . 225 2. 31 
10 .25  . 26 .255  2 .61  . 30 .28  .290  2 .97  
15 . 28 . 28 .280  2 .87  . 31 . 32 .315  3. 23 
20 .28  . 28 . 280 2 .87  .25  .26  .255  2 .61  
25 . 28 . 26 . 270 2. 77 . 24 . 23 . 235 2 .41  
30 . 25 .25  . 250 2. 56 .24  . 20 . 220 2. 26 
40 .27  .25  . 260 2 .67  . 19 . 20 . 195 2 .00  
50 .25  . 24 .245  2 .51  . 13 . 14 .  135  1 . 38 
60 . 27 . 26 . 265 2 .72  . 11 . 12 .  115  1 . 18 
70 . 26 . 26 .260  2 .67  . 19 . 13 . 160 1  . 64  
80 . 23 .24  . 235 2 .41  . 14 . 16 . 150 1  . 54  
90 . 23 . 24 . 235 2 .41  . 15 . 15 .  150  1. 54 
110 . 22 . 20 . 210 2. 15 . 15 . 12 . 135 1. 38 
Wind Pressure (cm. Hgo) = 2. 3 V r 28 .55  2 .3  a  43 .2  M.P.H.  
0 . 14 . 16 . 150 1 .54  . 24 . 32 . 280 2 .87  
5 . 35 . 34 . 345 3 .54  .43  .42  .425  4  .36  
10 .48  .47  .475  4 .87  .56  .54  .550  5 .64  
15 .51  .54  . 525 5. 38 .55  .53  . 540 5. 54 
20 .53  .52  .525  5. 38 .52  . 49 .505  5. 18 
25 .50  .49  . 495 5 .07  .50  . 46 .480  4 .92  
30 .48  . 46 . 470 4 .82  .45  .44  . 445 4 .56  
40 .48  .48  .480  4 .92  .42  .43  .425  4 .36  
50 .49  .48  .485  4 .97  .27  . 41 . 340 3. 49 
60 .49  .48  . 485 4 .97  . 26 . 29 .275  2 .82  
70 .49  .48  . 485 4 .97  . 30 .36  . 330 3. 38 
80 .46  .47  .465  4 .77  . 30 . 29 . 295 3 .02  
90 . 46 .47  .465  4 .77  . 30 .33  .  315  3 .23  
110  .40  .42  . 410 4. 20 . 26 . 34 . 300 3 .08  
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tABhM 14 (eoiiliiiu«d) 
Siaglg' fab ' Thya* Tab 
AnuU ; Sc»|g &«»<ilag Clba. I *. Mom«at t ScaJic m«ftdiag (l bt.) t Mamgnt 
{d«g> i tm»t A » Av«. t Ia« Lb». t C P Avg« : la. Lbs, 
Wlad Pr#t»ttr® (cna. Mi®!.* V s 2S.5S VzT? s 4S,4 
0 . 14 . It . 170 1.74 • 18 .24  .220  2 .24  
s . 43 . m .40S 4. IS • §0 .49  .495  5 .07  
iO . 51 . S2 .SIS  '§.18 • ss .40  .575  5 .89  
IS . 43 .40  .411  4. 30 • Sf .S9  .590 4. OS 
20 . 40 .40  .400  4 .15  -• S2 .51  .515  5 .28  
25 : . ft .S t  .570  s . i4  « 49 .51  .500  5 .13  
30 . S7 .S4  .145 5. n « 4S .43  .440 4 .51  
40 . S9 .S4  .57S  S.89 • 35 .30  .325  3. 33 
fO . Sf .S4  . s t s  s . i f  « 34 . 30 .320  3 .28  
40 . Sf .S4  .S4S S .79  30 .31  .305  3 .13  
70 . St .S5  .S4S  ,:Si7f « 34 .32  .330  3 .38  
80 . S3 .SO .SIS  S .28  • 33 .34  .335  3 .43  
90 . Si .50  .SOS S. 18 • 33 .34  .335  3 .43  
HO . 47 .44  . 4SS • 4.44 • 27 .27  .270  2. 77 
TABLE 17 
EFFECT OF EXPOSURE DISTANCE AND SHAPE ON WIND ACTION 
Hex Tab ; Sq. Tab-4 •' Exposure : Sq. Tab -5" Exposure 
Angle : Scale Reading # : Moment ; Mom ent : Moment 
(deg . ) :  Run A : B : Avg. : In. Lbs. : A : B : Avg . :  In. Lbs. : A : B : Avg . :  In. Lbs. 
Wind Pressure (cm. Hgo = 1 .35  V . 28. 55 1 .35  s  33. 2 
0 0 .03  0 .02  0. 025 0 .26  0 .03  0 .03  0. 03 0 .31  0. 04 0. 04 0 .04  0 .41  
5 . 07 .05  .06  . 62 . 08 .09  .085  0 .87  . 19 . 18 . 185 1 .90  
10 . 10 .09  .095  .98  . 14 . 14 . 14 1 .43  . 26  . 25 , 255 2 .61  
15 . 13 .13  . 13 1 .33  . 15 . 15 . 15 1. 54 . 28 . 28 . 28 2 .87  
20 . 16 . 15 . 155 1 .59  . 16  . 16 . 16 1 .64  . 28 . 28 .28  2 .87  
25 . 15 . 13 . 14 1 .44  . 14 . 14 . 14 1 .43  . 28 .27  .275  2 .82  
30 . 13 . 12 . 125 1 .28  . 13 . 14 . 135 1 .38  . 27 .26  .265  2 .72  
40 . 13 . 12 . 125 1 .28  . 13 . 14 . 135 1 .38  , 26 .25  . 255 2 .61  
50 . 13 . 12 . 125 1 .28  . 13 . 14 . 135 1 .38  . 26 .25  .255  2 .61  
60 . 13 . 12 . 125 1. 28 . 13 . 15 .14  1 .43  . 26 . 25 . 255 2 .61  
70 . 12 . 12 . 12 1. 23 . 13 . 14 . 135 1 . 38 . 26 . 25 . 255 2 .61  
80 . 12 .11  .  115  I. 18 . 13 . 14 . 135 I. 38 . 26 .25  . 255 2  .61  
90 . 1 1  . 11 . 11 1. 13 . 14 . 14 . 14 1 .43  . 26 . 23 . 245 2 .51  
110  . 08 . 08 .08  0. 82 . 13 . 12 . 125 1 .28  . 22 .19  . 215 2. 20 
Wind Pressure (cm. Hgo) = 2. 4 V = 28. 55 2. 4 s 44. 1  m.p .  h. 
0 . 11 .09  . 10 1 .02  . 03 .05  .04  .41  . 08 .09  .085  .87  
5 . 13 . 13 . 13 1 .33  . 23 . 23 . 23 2 .36  . 37 . 37 . 37 3. 79 
10 . 20 .22  . 21 2. 15 . 29  . 31 .30  3 .07  . 52 .50  .51  5 .23  
15 . 29 .27  . 28 2 .87  . 34 . 34 . 34 3 .48  . 56 .56  .56  5 .74  
20 . 31 .29  . 30 3 .08  . 34 .34  . 34 3 .48  . 56 .56  .56  5. 74 
25 . 27 .27  .27  2 .77  . 32 .33  . 325 3 .33  . 52 .53  .525  5 .38  
30 . 25 .26  .255  2 .67  . 30 . 32 .31  3. 18 . 51 .51  .51  5 .23  
40 . 25 .25  . 25 2. 56 . 30 . 32 .31  3. 18 . 51 . 51 .51  5 .23  
50 . 25 .25  .25  2. 56 . 31 . 33 * 3. 18 , 51 .51  . 51 5 .23  
60 . 25 .25  . 25 2 .56  . 31 . 33 * 3. 18 . 51 .51  . 51 5 .23  
TABLE It 
Hex fab :S^. Tal>-4** Expe«ttre t S<|« 7ab >5" Exp®gare 
Aagle : Scale EEadfa&g #: :Momeat : M^meat i Momeat 
0deg,) jEaa A ' m Avg, ; la. Lb». t A B Avg. la. : A B Avf. 3bi. Ishs. 
70 ,25  .25  .25  2.56 .31  .34 • 3 .18  .51  .51  .51  5.23 
80 24 .24  .24 2.4i .32  .34  -• 3.28 .51  .51  .51  5.23 
90 22 . 22 .22  2.2i .32  ,34  -• 3.28 51 .51  .51  5. af 
110 21 .18  . l f5  2.00 .29  .29 .29 2^97 .44  .44  .44  4 .51  
• llse Coltttna A siace velocity iacreaae was noted dariag Roa B. 
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17 (continued) 
i S<i« , ,t , •• 
iua§|«t 1^#-
|®«g)f||aa At B {• C I 0 Jt s ® t € i © tAvg,i»»»t 
t S, t j , I , . I I I • t , 
Wiai Fr«Mmr«J€». %§| 5 t. f 
•V 2 as.ss>Jirr: mA 
6 . IS  .18 .18 .18® 1* 85 .0?  .04  ,04  .04  .#43  ,45  
f .4S  .47  .43  .,441 4 .54  . i t  .17  .17 .17 .177 1, 82 
10 , 6® .45  • . 5 f  .411 4.18 *15  .24  .25  .25  .248 2. 54 
IS .16  .44  .44  • .4IS 4 .4 f  . I f  .18 .2 f  .28  .285  2 . f2  
10 .44  . 44 .41  .441 4.80 .18 .28  .2 f - .28  ,282 2. ft 
IS .44  .41  .41 . 453  4 .4 f  , 17  .27  .27  .24/ .248 2 ,75  
30 .43  .40  - .42  .4i? 4. Zt . 21  .25  .25  , 24 *. 254 2.40 
4© .4® .4® . i f f  4.08 ,15  .25  .25  .24- .252  2.58 
SO .4® .18  .40  . I f f  4. m . 24  .25  .25  ,24- .250  2 .54  
m . 88 /  . §4  , .S8  • . iTI  5.84 ,21  .22- .25  .24- .235  2.41 
n . 55  .55  .54  ,553  i. 44 .2?  .27  .25  ,24  .243  2 .7® 
m ,S l  .51  .SI  .ill 5. ti .2 f  .24 /  . 25  .24  .24® 2.44 
f© ,44  .44  .44  .44# 4 . f l  . I f  .24,^ .25  .24  .240  2 .44  
lit .38  .11 .38  . 3iQ t. 9® . l i  .13 .20  .20  ,170 1.74 
TABLE 18 
EFFECT OF 10° SHIM3LE CURVATURE ON WIND LIFTING ACTION 
Wind Pressure (cm. r 
V ; 28.55 1 . 5  z  35m.p.h. 
Straight Tab (5" Exp.) z Curved Tab (5" Exp.) ; Straight Tab(4"Exp.) 
Angle : 
(deg) : 
Scale Reading (lbs.) : Moment : 
A : B : C: Avg. : In. Lbs.: 
Scale (lbs.) : Moment: 
D : E : Avg. : In. Lbs.: 
: Moment 
F: G: H: Avg. ; In. Lbs. 
0 . 03 . 02  . 04  . 030  0. 31 . 12 . 06  . 10 . 093  . 92  
5 . 21  . 18 . 18 . 180  1 .85  . 14 . 14 . 14  . 140 1 .4 4  
10 . 30 . 29  . 27  . 28  2,87 . 31  . 33 . 320 3.28 . 19 . 20 . 18 . 190 1  . 95  
15 . 34  . 34 . 33  . 33  3 .3 8  . 31 . 32 . 315  3 .23  . 21 . 22  . 22  . 217  2. 22 
20 . 34  . 34  . 36  . 355  3 .6 4  . 31  . 29  . 300  3 ,08  . 21  . 22  . 22 . 217  2. 22 
25 . 31  . 30  . 32  . 31 0  3. 18 . 29 . 30 . 295 3 ,02  . 20  . 2 1  . 19  . 200 2 . 05  
30 . 29  . 29  . 31  . 300  3. 08 . 30  . 30 . 300 3 .08  . 18 .20 . 18 . 187 1 .95  
40 . 27  . 3 0  . 30  . 300 3. 08 . 30  . 30 . 300  3 . 08  . 18 . 19 . 18 . 183 1  . 8 8  
50 . 3 0  . 28  . 31  . 295  3 .0 4  . 30  . 30 . 300  3 .08  . 18 . 19  . 18 . 183 1 .88  
60 , 28  . 28  . 29  . 285  2 .92  . 31  . 3 1  , 310  3 .18  . 18 . 18 . 18 . 1 8 0  1 . 85  
70 . 28  . 28  . 29  . 285  2. 92 . 31  . 31  . 310  3 .18  . 18 . 18 . 18 . 180 1  . 85  
80 . 27  . 28  .28 .280 2.87 . 29  . 30  . 295  3 .02  . 18 . 18 . 18 . 180 •
 00
 
90 . 25 . 27  . 26  . 265 2. 72 . 27  . 31  . 290  2 .97  . 18 . 17 . 18  . 177 1  . 81  
no .21  . 21  . 23  . 220  2. 26 . 23  . 23  . 230 2. 36 . 14 . 14 . 14 . 140 1 .4 4  
Note for Col. A: Angle Pointer off approximately 1 1/2° 
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TABLE If 
RELATION OF POSITIVE It NEOATIVE FORCES ACTING ON SHINGLE TAB. 
FORCE It LIFT (LBS.) 
A&gle Total Top Total Top 
Lift Lift 
Stmare Tab-5" Exp. 
Wltti V -- 31 m. p. h. (I. 2 cm. H2o) 
5 
1S0 0 . 28  0. 19 
15 0. 34 0 . 14  . 30  . 20 
2 0 . 33  .OS  . 36  . 19 
25 . 34  . 05  . 32 .  11  
30 . 3 0  . 03  . 30 . 05  
32 Rsversed aad puUe4 dowa oa tab 
Wiad V = 29 M. p. b. (1 .05  cm,  H ,0J  
I 0 . 24  . 14  2 
1 5 . 2?  . 11  
20 .25  . 06  
25 . 23  . 02  
30 . 24  . 01  
32 . 25  . 00 Above 32® wiad pulled do^ra o 
Rex Tab 
Wiad V s 32. 5 m. p. h. (1/3 cm. fi^OJ 
10 .  H .05  . 10  . 06  
15 . 14  . 06  . 14 . 08  
20 . 15 . 02  . 16  . 02  
25 . 15 . 01  . 14  . 01  
2? .00 . 00 . 15  . 00  
30 . 12 ( -y  . 14 (-) 
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muPMmmm m ©m vwsw two mm tEsts 
At ?®® r jw® wmmm mx 
AwwuQAnm'AMB mm mm uwt mm msMws 
Sk. t W^lfkt t , ®»« S»y QmieaMm i' tw® %»* t M&. 
J Wmlt 
1 J l«t Ct*. # 1 6  t  f®* l«t Gw* AmM* 9i 
f 1 It S fs tti 3SI 'lf8 2§8 241 ISi 2§l 2i6.. »S 149 ISf 
1# iiiit ii • '11' If 40 18 •if m 2S 
19 I lk 8 m 4§® 6if 112 2§2 244 
m tm 28# Iff m 113 
U 1 It 9 nm zm J4f 41 I8f lf2 3SS 340 340 if 144 184 
IS 1 It 8 7t • f#S 124 224 238 IIS m MS 140 148 - 240 
m 1 It 8 48 148 if4. ' 43 I4§ 148 SI IS2 lit 34 134 134' 
t$ Ili8 10? 2i7 $$ 147 180 lit 114 137 
14 Ili8 m 14© - 14S • 13 118 128 31 If® • 10® . 27 4® - 40 -
12 1, mm 38 I2t • 167 37 148 l§4 
70 8S •* is If 41 40 
3 I k 8 10 12® 184 10 123 14S 
n 38 « 38 14 12S 141 
4 1 It 8 m 283 40S i4f B3® 244 
m Iff - I7S I2S: -m 128 
? t, SliZ  ^ m 38 38 38 121 im - m- 184 12© * 120 -
4.f 
fatte 21 
Si'ta for Shia«l»s t% F# with 8«|)@©itl©as 
Hmber of Isettds (iMlirtlag 15 <I«|3P®® flips wtena 
Sh« Itasat 
Tfit „M «n Sisl I thidte-lfttti 
1 2 U 23 3 S 7 H 15 If 3© m 235 m 227 26f 246 
25 2 S S 7 lO' S3 24 ^  225 265 221 215 235 
1© t M 13 9 11 22 34 m 54 70 170 170 170 170 170 170 
2tf 21 2 1 4 6 7 H 20 120 120 120 12© 120 120 
2,5 m : 30 1 2 4 6 s U 19 119 ai9 119 119 119 119 
11 2,1 2i m 2 4 i 12 If 23 32 asphalt atd .felt t«« 
thru at 35 
2* 16 13 19 32 36 41. 4S 51 60 6© 60 60 60 60 M 
2 16 15 7 16 23 3S II 67 79 7f 79 79 79 79 79 
14 1#5 12 20 4 S H' 16 21 25 32 32 32. 32 . 32 
18 7 14 '24 33 40 47 60 160 m 160 16® 160 16® 
20 6 13 m. 29 36 44 55 155 155 155 155 155 155 
16 .2».©. 16 22 3 3 7 H 14 IS 22 asphalt and f«lt %&m 
thru at 45 
21 2 .5 f 1© 14 17. 22 22 22 22 22'' 22 22 
24 2 S i 12 U 1«- 24 .24 24 24 24 24 
1? 2.5 m 31 • 1 2 3 §• f 10 16 Caaphalt t®a t%X% 
tmn thrtt at W all) 
16-
» 1 2 3 4 6 10 17 Prisr t© mm &i fHpi 
2 16 6 10 20 ,3© 4© 50 69 Prior t» •skI flij® 
If a 16 • 24 2 4 7 f If It 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
16 7 12 17 24 If .47. 47 47 47 47 47 4? 
2 16 H If 34 43 f3 61 70 
12 M 33 46 S6 66 74 m • m m m 
12 IS 2f 41. m S7 64 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 
aao®  ^f 
•21 2 ' 16 17 4 7 10 12 14 .16 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 
.12 f 17 a 25 2f 34 40 40 4© 40 .40 40 40 
13- 10 17 22 26 30" 33 39 39 39 39 39 39 39 
* Wf%, @has»ge «% 40® I# 2,5 'aai t© f®!* masttally iiifT shlagl® 
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tl i,.,,.,, J L •Mibw 4.:;:.1, '.I,,..,. 
^ IS© if 5 in in n 
75 75 W 75' 75 75 
I# 160 163 MG 160 
120^^120 im 120 .12® ISO 
140 '14©. 140 140 140. 146 
tbm. mf» & felt-all) 
tfaam. asp* It felt-all) 
to 60  ^  ^ $0 40 
55 .55 • 55' 55. 55 .55 
30 30 m M J0 10 
33i&sp9 & f«lt to« throwiULj 
40 .46 '40: 4S 40 46 
.80 ao .80 » Si « 
27 m 27 a7, 27 27 
,35 15 15 35 35 35 
70 70 70 7© 70 7© 
 ^  ^ @0 go  ^ SO 
7© 70 7© 70 70 70 
36f 3m 36f 
365 345. Ii5 
^?0 270 
23 220 220 
195 m m 
132 132 132 
160 160 160 
179 179 
132 132 132 
26©' 260 260 
205 220 no 
122 122. 122 
122' 122 122 
124 124 124 
116 116 116 
117 117 117 
16f 16f 169 
ts>«? f iifcjtfi t mtA 9 
14s 1418 14s 
ISI lil 181 
im 1^ lit 
173 173 173 
36 36 36  ^ 36' 36 
40 40  ^ 40 40 40' 
122 122 122 
140 140 .140 
%m m m 
tmrn • 21 Ctmilam'Si) 
nfg  M.  t,t* n; r...„n 
A 
Number of bends (ineluding 15 dagre® flips wh®a 
iit« Mmm% 
1 Wgts,# 
m 
fa 16 m 4 9 2.5 21 12 44 60 160 160 160 160 M© 16© 
19 f n 17 m. fr. m 64164164164164 %H iH 
m f n m 25 $9 m 
n Z. 16 It %• 1' f. lE.;a5'.-iS • 
••• tjifn at 30'*'aJJl • 
a I 5 i II if 23 an felt lr®®fes at 25 & 
tojrn thni 4© 
at $ 'f n n m urn feit i«®ks at 34 & 
torn thra »t 4S 
24 2 16 12 16 43. 55 65 74 35 Sf Sf SI tf Sf iS 
11 17 B 4» 57 68 77 87 St if ®7 i? 8f Sf 
12 16 56 41 53 63 74 86 «6  ^ 86 M- 86 S 
itaif'iM fbietesss 
7 I 24 n 16 24 32 40 50 63 71 
10 m 39 47 56 65 74 % il S3 m 
11 3© 56 76 91 117 140 166 116 166 166 166 166 166 
12. 2*5. m 16 5 10 17 16 34 45 m t©» at' - tH' -
II ft 13 14 16 if, a3 ttir« at.--all' • 
15 7 12 If '.at m m » 90' 'm m m' m m 
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a? 2*5 20 • .18 It m 43 'P B 98 113 
13 n a- m 44. 5f 80 102 m im 102 ^ 2 m 102 
as a . 16 » 1^ . i 3 4 f 
• 1.5 12 li I f 14 a 29 39 57 57-  ^57 f? 57 
1.5 la 17 4 f 13 19 a6 36 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 
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FIRST ANGLE RECIPROCALS 
OF SHINGLES BENT WITH COMPARABLE BENDING 
MOMENTS AT THE RESPECTIVE TEST TEMPERATURES 
Temp. ; Moment Shingle : Ap. M. J Moment 
Op : weights No. : to Erst : reciprocal 
: lbs. angl e : 
50 2 & 16 3 5  1 . 0  0 .  0 1 9 6  
10 3 3. 4 . 0299 
1 3 3  6 . 8  . 0272 
1 6 4  9 . 5  . 0202 
1 7 3  2 . 0  .  0312  
19 44 .8  . 0223 
26 3  1 .4  . 0318 
9 4 3. 2 . 0231 
11 45 .3  . 0221 
2 1 3  5 . 2  . 0284 
2 4 3 2. 5 . 0308 
23 48 .0  . 0208 
70  1 . 5  &  12  1 25 .2  0 . 0397 
4 29 .2  . 0320 
1 0 3  3 .6  . 0297 
13 28 .5  . 0351 
16 24 . 8  . 0403 
19 2 7. 7 . 0361 
26 2  7 .0  . 0370 
9 3  2 . 5  . 0308 
1 1 3  6 . 0  . 0278 
21 3  0 .8  . 0324 
24 2  6 .8  . 0373 
1 2 25 .7  . 0386 
85 1 & 8 1 0 2  0 . 0  0 . 0500 
I 7 3 2. 1 .  0311  
26 2  1 . 6  . 0463 
1 1 25 .5  . 0392 
21 20 .0  . 0500 
2 4 1  6 . 8  . 0595 
23 2  7 .0  . 0370 
28 2  7 .8  . 0360 
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Mid witib •tnbosfed* plaia» thick-batl md onilerin Ihiekaast typ«s. 
Tha first «xc«ptioa iavolired th« flv« sMaglas Willi breaks 
•atiraly tbrougli botb bltumea wad fall at a fifty degraa lamparalutra. 
Eighty pareaat had baaa mwaulaclurad with balow averaga weight 
fall aad Mttimaa aad all ware i^bof'a average ia filler coaxal. Thus, 
at low temperature, a high filler eoaleat ratio appears to be delri-
meatal to fleii^bility. 
A eiroular shape for tkm lop of the oulooul also appeared to be 
advaalageous, siaee sharp aagle iaiersectioas betweea lab aad shia-
gle bbdy, with remulliag stress eoaoealratioas, wet»a failure poial 
ia every ease at 70 degrees or lower temperature aad few curved 
shapes failed. £mbossiag also provided for earlier failures whea 
aa idei^lioa liae was eolliaear with the beadiag |iae or whea i| ia-
lerseeled ibe.lop of the oul*oul. 
Although delects iadiealed ia Ibe precediag eiCGeplioas cot^d 
be easily remedied, overall eoaslderaMoas, based oa aeeeplaace 
of iMs iavesligatioa*s iaelu#ag aa adefuate raadom sam ple of 
existiag shiagles. ia«tt«ale that asphalt shiagles as preseatly 
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Fig. 50. THE EFFECT OF MINERAL FILi^KR, 
TOTAL MINERAL AND FELT WEIGHT 
ON INITIAL BENDING RESISTANCE AT 
A TEMPERATURE OF 70° F. 
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Fig. 51. THE EFFECT OF MINERAL FILLER, 
TOTAL MINERAL AND FELT WEIGHT 
ON CONTINUOUS BENDING RESISTANCE 
AT A TEMPERATURE OF 70° F. 
